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Abstract 

 

Material Matters: Color, Pattern, Cognition and Perception  
in Quilts from the Winedale Collection 

 

Lydia Gabrielle Neuman, MSTAT 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor: Coleman Hutchison 

 

 
 American quilts, at their best, have been celebrated for nearly fifty years as 

masterpieces of unschooled and unintentional modernism, and their mostly female 

makers cast as implicitly innocent and ignorant. Myth and convention hold that 

patchwork quilts materialized from scraps of cloth and an unconscious or automatic kind 

of labor. In fact, quilts issued from deliberate engagement with color and pattern—work 

that was difficult, intellectual, and often solitary. The ability to handle color and pattern 

simultaneously and expertly was informed by women’s experience with domestic and 

industrial textile production, and with the major products of both: woven coverlets and 

printed cottons, respectively. Through formal analyses of ten quilts from the Winedale 

Collection at the University of Texas at Austin, I trace a general progression from 

wholecloth to pieced quilts, illuminating some of the cognitive and perceptual processes 
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that underpinned the production and reception of sophisticated patchwork. The 

predominance of calico, by the mid-nineteenth-century, provided quiltmakers with 

plentiful and affordable material in an unprecedented range of color that prompted quilts 

featuring edge-to-edge geometry. The most striking of these specimens rely for their 

aesthetic effects on proportion—relative quantities of different colors, and relationships 

and interactions among them—and especially on anomalies of color and saturation. The 

fruits of these technological innovations and artistic experiments—the textiles 

themselves, and the contexts in which they were made, used and seen—evince conceptual 

links between quilts and architecture, and quilts and landscape, and support an 

interpretation of quilts as actual and abstract mediators between inside and outside, home 

and nature. As objects that derived from and impelled complicated acts of imagination, 

quilts demonstrate not only formidable intellectual and artistic dexterity, but a picture of 

female domesticity predicated on sensibilities that were anything but conventional. 
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Introduction: Color and Pattern 

 
 
 

When night overtook me I had not reached my destination, 
which was a visit to a hand spinner living two or three miles beyond the 
end of the road in country difficult to reach even in daylight. An old but 

beautiful cabin stood near the road and here I asked if I might spend 
the night. After a good supper and a visit around the fireplace, I was 
directed to my bedroom above the living room, commonly called the 

loft. When I had climbed the crude stairway the light of my candle 
revealed the whole sleeping apartment floor covered with beautiful 

patchwork quilts and, neatly hanging from the roof beams the entire 
length of the room and on both sides of my bed, were coverlets and 

quilts to afford additional protection from any drafts, or rain, or snow 
which might come, and also, it seemed to me, to give splendor to the 

scene. 
 

These people had no carpets for their floor nor curtains for 
their windows, but they had a rare collection of home-made quilts, 

some of which were old and worn, but all I thought very beautiful and 
arranged in a way to create a royal room for the traveler who might 

drop in to spend the night. I could not walk over this carpet of quilts to 
my bed without first removing my shoes and by the candlelight that 

night I studied the designs and color combinations in perhaps ten or 
twelve of them. I doubt if I shall ever have the privilege of sleeping in 

such surroundings again, and if the sight of a patchwork quilt does not 
stir in me anything more than the recollection of the experience in this 

lovely scene it does quite enough. 
 

-Anonymous (Eaton 130)  
 
 

In this jewel-box evocation of a cozy interior by an anonymous North Carolina 

traveller in the early 1900s, we appreciate something big—literally and figuratively—

about quilts. We see quilt surfaces as sufficiently substantial and expansive to act as 

floors and walls. We hear of quilts, not only as buffers against the elements, but as a 

profound kind of protection or comfort. We recognize the visual and tactile potential of 

textiles to transform the mundane room into sublime or sacred space. And we note, 

without any specifics, the capacity of quilts’ colors and patterns not just to charm, as so 

much marketing language would have it, but to inspire awe.  
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“Patchwork” has become more impressionistic metaphor than actual referent. 

While many quilts exhibit both patchwork and quilting, the processes are independent. 

Quilting is the stitching together of multiple layers of fabric—typically top, batting and 

backing—into a low-relief or textured fabric complex. The process of drawing with 

thread produces both a linearly inscribed surface, and a three-dimensional object with a 

particular kind of heft. Patchwork indicates a surface constructed from multiple pieces of 

cloth according to two distinct methods: applique, in which pieces of fabric are cut out 

and affixed to a background or foundation fabric; or piecing, in which a quilt surface is 

constructed by joining similar geometric elements—usually basic polygons like squares, 

rectangles, rhombuses, triangles, and hexagons, or, less typically, other parallelograms, 

pentagons, isosceles trapezoids, and certain curved shapes. The proliferation of these 

shapes and the modular compounds that comprise them (e.g. quilt “blocks”) across two-

dimensional space results in “wallpaper” patterns1—patterned planes that may be 

outlined or otherwise accentuated by quilting marks, but are separate from them.  

From the Civil War into the early years of the twentieth century—that is, in the 

roughly fifty years prior to the anonymous (and for all we know, apocryphal) traveler’s 

stay in the quilt-lined apartment—American quilts reached a stylistic apotheosis in terms 

of the formal qualities of geometric pattern and color, and the sophisticated interplay 

between them. In general, earlier quilts were made to showcase virtuoso needlework 

(mainly quilting), fabrics imported from Europe and the Far East, and textile ephemera 

commemorating individuals and families, or personal and political events. By the 1890s, 

                                                
1 For a detailed explication and illustration of two-dimensional pattern (including so-called “one-
dimensional” linear frieze groups) in terms of crystallographic symmetry, see Washburn and Crowe, 1988.  
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however, quilts were “pattern-driven” (Horton 97). In broad morphological terms, 

American quilts progressed from displaying an allover texture of quilting on a solid color 

ground (wholecloth quilts), to quilts with a central focal point that might be quilted, 

embroidered, appliqued, or otherwise embellished (center medallion quilts), to combined 

patchwork that features both applique and piecing (often still with a central figure or 

focus), to the allover, geometrically pieced surfaces that are the ultimate subject of my 

inquiry.  

Using a selection of ten quilts from the University of Texas at Austin’s Winedale 

Quilt Collection, I encapsulate the formal progression of quilts made between 1775 and 

1910 in order to discern something of the cognitive and perceptual processes that 

underpinned their production and informed their reception. Like quilts themselves, my 

selections are idiosyncratic. Chosen according to personal criteria, for their technical and 

aesthetic properties as well as their availability, these ten quilts represent developments 

and styles that are loosely chronological. The first five quilts furnish the “backstory,” as it 

were, while the last five demonstrate the proposition that color and pattern became, in 

effect, the essential dual mediums of pieced quilts—the materials and techniques 

manipulated by quiltmakers, sometimes to transcendent effect. 
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 I. Wiles or Whimsy 

 

Quilt historians tend to be preoccupied with questions of biography, geography, 

and chronology. State quilt projects, starting with Kentucky’s in the 1980s, attempt to 

document any and all quilts for which some historical information exists. The resulting 

catalogues, and in fact most of the literature on quilts, address four principal questions: 

When and where was a quilt made, and who made and/or owned it? But information 

about the makers of historical quilts—mostly women—tends to be scant at best, and what 

is known lends itself to dubious speculation or facile connections between objects and 

personality. So while it may be interesting, at the level of trivia, to know that the maker 

of a particular quilt was reportedly virtuous, devout, outspoken, or retiring, it is risky and 

not particularly helpful to try to connect adjectives and anecdotes to objects more than a 

century old. Claims that “quilts themselves were representations of [women’s] feelings” 

(Kiracofe 2) and similarly fuzzy or specious assertions abound in both popular and 

scholarly writing about quilts, as do assumptions that quilts’ geographical origins reveal 

the character of the communities in which they were made.   

Geography presents a challenge because Americans move around a lot. Migration, 

especially westward, was common in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—and 

“west” meant Pennsylvania and Ohio as well as Texas and New Mexico. Quilt 

documentary project publications report diverse origins for their states’ quilts. The 

catalogue, Utah Quilts, for instance, features specimens said to be made in California, 

Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Australia, Canada, 
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England, and New England. The further west a quilt’s provenance, the harder it is to 

attribute it to a particular location, let alone to ascribe geographic identity. I do not 

discount the possibility of geographically specific quilt traditions, or the notion that quilts 

may represent regional character, but with the exceptions of Amish and Hawaiian quilts, 

which feature distinctive motifs, assigning regional identity to quilts is difficult at best.2 

Like geography, dates are often used to assign quilts status or value as antiques or 

representative examples of particular styles, but not to interrogate design and fabrication 

choices—to ask how or why the popularity of certain materials translates into certain 

“looks.” The aesthetic qualities of calico—the small-scale cotton prints that predominated 

in the U.S. by the 1830s—seem linked to a proclivity for the hard-edged, dynamic 

geometry that emerged in the late nineteenth century. Barbara Brackman, in her guide to 

dating quilts, notes a “taste [in prints] shaped by technology in the printing industry” 

(67), but her assumption, and that of most scholars, if they address technology at all, 

seems to be that calico fabric produced its effects automatically—that the sophisticated 

color harmonies and spatial effects created with allover pieced geometry were the 

inevitable results of the goods that constituted these quilts. This attitude is significant, 

first, because it denies the agency of the individuals—again, mostly women—who made 

such quilts, and second, because it reifies a Materialist conception of decoration that was, 

in fact, being hotly debated in Europe at the same time that these quilts were being 

made.3  

                                                
2 See Milspaw, “Regional Style in Quilt Design.”  
3 A view, notably refuted by Alois Riegl in his 1893 Stilfragen (Problems of Style), contending that 
materials and processes engender certain forms “naturally,” as it were. So, for example, the plaiting 
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Fabrics may be excellent clues to dating quilts, but for all the available 

information about print and dye technology, imports and exports, supply and demand, the 

relationship between fabrics and the designs into which they were incorporated has been 

mostly overlooked. I am interested, then, not so much in where, when and by whom these 

quilts were made, but in how they were made: how they were wrought in the mind’s eye, 

how they were physically constructed by hand and machine, and how they might have 

been apprehended by their original audience. 

 

Art History  

In 1971, Jonathan Holstein and Gail van der Hoof mounted a landmark exhibit of 

selections from their personal collection, Abstract Design in American Quilts, at the 

Whitney Museum. Holstein imagined these design-based, geometric, graphically 

expressive quilts as the unwitting progenitors of modern abstract painting. To appreciate 

“their beauty from a distance, seen opened and proudly spread like paintings on the 

family beds,” it was necessary, he wrote, “symbolically and actually, to take them from 

the setting of the bedroom and hang them on the wall” (The Pieced Quilt 8). The display 

of quilts in an austere museum environment of pristine walls and optimized lighting 

conferred art historical status on the quilts by interposing an objectifying distance 

between object and viewer, but in the end, Holstein concluded that the quilts’ 

resemblance to modern abstract painting was purely coincidental; modern painters had no 

                                                                                                                                            
technique of a “primitive” culture is thought to be the de facto result of an abundance of flattish reeds, and 
the ensuing pattern language or end products are presumed to have arisen inexorably. 
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verifiable awareness of quilts, and quiltmakers no sense of themselves as actors on an art 

historical continuum. (Kentucky Quilts 9). 

Holstein’s image of quilts “spread like paintings on the family beds” is curious, 

since the idea of spreading a painting on a bed, or on any horizontal surface, is vaguely 

absurd. Painting is not flexible that way. I am not suggesting that it is inappropriate to 

hang quilts on a wall (indeed, my own art training maintains that an astute critique of any 

two-dimensional work rests on viewing it on a wall at eye level), but Holstein’s 

perspective, which simultaneously connected and dissociated quilts and modern art, set 

the stage for a peculiar ambivalence toward quilts. Writing about both the 1971 Whitney 

show and the wildly popular Gee’s Bend quilt shows in 2002-2006, Sue Prichard 

observes that “each exhibition. . . successfully effaced women from the context of 

production” (140).4 In the 45 years since Holstein’s Whitney show, quilt scholarship has 

approached aesthetic issues diffidently, reinforcing the idea of quilts as incidentally 

beautiful, and quiltmaking as an act of accidental genius. 

In 1975, the authors of Quilts in America allow that:  

The housewife had to conceptualize the overall effect—not only how the shapes 
would be integrated into a larger design, but also the effect of color combinations. 
She had to think in terms of the scale and size of the patterns and of the quilt. . . to 
visualize how the quilt would look lying flat on a bed, and the effect of looking 
down on it as well as from the front and sides. (Orlofsky 251) 
 

The objects and phenomena said to have influenced quiltmakers include celestial bodies, 

trees and flowers, Masonic and Odd Fellows symbols, household items (including other 

textiles), wallpaper and ornamental ironwork, and tombstones (251-257), but having 

                                                
4 Prichard, a curator at the V&A, is unusual in that she critiques Holstein and the (American) curatorial 
attitude toward American quilts, and connects both to feminist issues of representation.  
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devoted the better part of a chapter to such tangible specifics, the authors regret that “the 

design of many quilt patterns was the expression of an individual whose motivations, 

sentiments, and feelings are now lost to us” (258). In spite of research to the contrary, 

quilt historians seemingly cannot help but subscribe to a mythic view that imagines the 

story of quilts as a kind of Virgin Birth, in which the female producers were merely 

virtuous, passive vessels for a divinely conceived product. And so, as recently as 1972, 

the authors of America’s Quilts and Coverlets, dating the heyday of patchwork quilts to 

1775-1875, could exclaim that during that period “the fabrics that were available in the 

country towns had a way of creating their own patterns!” (86)—as if hands and minds 

had no agency of their own. 

In Laura Fisher’s 1988 book, Quilts of Illusion, crystalline particularities yield 

only head-shaking perplexity. Fisher catalogues the wide-ranging sources of potential 

inspiration for the makers of nineteenth-century quilts: nature (tree rings, crystal geodes, 

snowflakes); ancient crafts (parquetry, basketry, weaving); Victorian “toys” for grown-

ups and children (the kaleidoscope, the zoetrope, the camera, cards, games, puzzles); 

architectural ornament (designs in wood, glass, stone and metal); decorative household 

objects and materials (textiles, wallpaper, carpets, furniture, china, and even painting and 

sculpture) (39-46). While disavowing any actual association with more rarefied genres, 

she acknowledges a common spirit of experimentation in quilts and the work of diverse 

artists, designers, and movements: Georges Seurat, Pablo Picasso, Josef Albers, M.C. 

Escher, Victor Vaserely, Ellsworth Kelly, Frank Stella, the Wiener Werkstätte, 

Impressionism, Cubism, Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, and Op Art (47-50).  
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For all these fertile connections, Fisher attributes the effects of her “kinetic” and 

“mathematical” subjects to luck, discounting intent, effort, and skill on the part of their 

makers: “[There] is a consensus among quilt experts that. . . no quilt-maker could have 

planned [these] extraordinary optical illusions” (12).5 “Most optical illusion designs were 

likely produced as happy accidents rather than as careful orchestrations” (21). “More than 

likely the most disarming of the optical effects occurred spontaneously because of the 

unpredictable interactions of color and cloth and line” (49). “The blocks were probably 

made of scraps without any effort to coordinate the colors into a visual whole” (53). 

“This unique visual effect probably occurred by accident as the quilter used up the scraps 

at hand.” (70). “Admirers of contemporary art may appreciate the architectural variations 

of shape and color, but the quilter probably had no such goal in mind.” (77). For all their 

striking beauty, analysis of the aesthetics of quilts—that is, of a cognitive processes or 

systems governing their formation and reception—seems to be off-limits. 

The International Quilt Study Center in Lincoln, Nebraska—ground zero for 

scholarly quilt research—published American Quilts in the Modern Age in 2009. The 

book’s catalogue refers to Holstein’s 1971 Whitney show, and repeats the now-familiar 

disclaimer about the absence of any direct connection between modern painting and 

modern quilts. Sidebar commentary on a subgroup of late nineteenth-century quilts 

designated “Bold Geometry” explains that “it is far more likely that these quilts reflect 

the result of each maker’s color preferences and availability of fabrics” (122). The quilts, 

                                                
5 An odd choice of terminology, I think, because the ambiguity of “optical illusions” tends to produce 
dizziness or some sort of visual disorientation or sensory imbalance, while quilts in which the complex 
interactions of color and form produce effects of spatial depth, light, transparency, movement, materiality, 
etc. stimulate the eye, but don’t actually “confuse” it. 
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and the mechanisms that produced them, are reduced to a bounty of material and to 

individual “preference”—the negligible quality of feminine whimsy routinely invoked to 

describe textiles, or to justify not analyzing them.  

The catalogue’s introduction announces a commitment to “models for object-

based scholarship” and “research focused on the examination and interpretation of each 

quilt” (ix). Contributors occasionally concede a quiltmakers’ design acumen, as in this 

description of a quilt from Pennsylvania dated 1880-1890: “We often look at folk art as 

happy accident, but it is apparent here that the maker had a goal in mind as she expertly 

arranged her blocks to achieve a harmonious whole, with layers of depth and a central 

focus” (36). That appreciation for aesthetic effect is followed by conjecture about 

regional influence—“a quiltmaker working within the confines of the Germanic 

aesthetic”—and possible pattern names: “Dutchman’s Reel” and “Flyfoot.” Fabric 

Information is hooked into a vague assertion of geographic sensibility: “nostalgic chrome 

yellow prints popular with Pennsylvanians.” Beyond the suggestion of motive in “a 

double pink to enliven the whole palette,” the notions of intentionality, “harmony” and 

“depth” seem inscrutable or unfathomable. 

In the 2011 documentary, Why Quilts Matter: History, Art and Politics, Shelly 

Zegart, who co-founded Kentucky’s quilt documentation project, distinguishes between 

“non-credentialed quilt scholars and academics trained in analytic methods.” The amateur 

quilt scholar, says Zegart, obtains his or her expertise from buying, selling, appraising, or 

collecting quilts, and is interested in the qualities of the objects themselves, while 

academics “look at the forest instead of the individual trees.” Zegart presents the 
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distinction as unproblematic—a happy complementarity—but it betrays the prevalent 

notion that aesthetic appreciation for quilts and a deeper or wider analysis of their 

features, not least their beauty, are mutually exclusive. 

The impulse to compare quilts to modern art, and the difficulties and complexities 

of doing so, have relegated quilts to the role of painting’s homey, homely cousins. But 

these backhanded compliments obscure something fundamental about quilts, which are 

never made in a vacuum, and are inextricably related to the visual and material culture 

that preceded and followed them. Their “genius,” rather than being accidentally or 

automatically transmitted, inheres in an inventiveness with color and pattern predicated 

on skill—that is, on knowledge and practice. 

If the idea that quilts somehow anticipated the future is compelling, so is the 

vision of quilts as an embodiment of the past. Such disparate contemporary quilt 

aesthetics as “country cottage” and the oxymoronic principle of “modern traditionalism”6 

aim to recapture the imagined simplicity of earlier eras, and exemplify the tendency for 

quilt enthusiasts to wax nostalgic. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

proponents of Aestheticism and Colonial Revivalism urged dedication to the exotic and 

the plain, respectively (Hanson and Crews 2-9). These movements, and others not 

associated with quilts in particular (Arts and Crafts, Art Nouveau, Gothic Revival, etc.), 

were all conceived in opposition to the burgeoning industrialism of the Modern era. 

Nostalgia—and reaction—appear to be part of the fiber of American quilts, but quilts 

were rooted as much in fashion as tradition. Pieced quilts were fashionable insofar as 

                                                
6 The buzz-phrase of the Martha Stewart-inspired Modern Quilt Guild, a leader in today’s multi-billion-
dollar “DIY” quilt-making industry. 
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they responded to technical innovations and economic contingencies. They were 

imagined, made, and experienced in a context of cultural, technological, and commercial 

conditions that presaged the future as much as they recapitulated the past. 
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II. Beds and Quilts 

 

The bedstead was the most valuable item of household property in America from 

the Colonial through the Empire period, and typically consisted of a wooden bedframe 

and assorted “bed furniture.” European, and therefore American, beds were large in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They accommodated multiple family members and 

even guests, and both cold climates and custom dictated that beds incorporate an array of 

textiles: stuffed mattresses, pillows and bolsters, curtains and valences, sheets, blankets, 

pillowcases (“biers”), rugs,7 and quilts (Prichard 65, Welters and Ordoñez 204). But 

quilts per se appeared infrequently in early household inventories, and when they did, the 

word usually referred to petticoats—heavily quilted wool garments that were worn as 

outerwear until the nineteenth century and as undergarments thereafter, and which were 

occasionally incorporated or recycled into bedcoverings (Bassett 27).  

While the Pilgrims brought few objects with them that we would call quilts, the 

English and Dutch who settled the New World—and the immigrants from Northern and 

Western Europe who followed them in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—brought 

with them at least a mental compendium of far-flung textile traditions.8 Beginning with 

the few extant American quilts of the seventeenth century and their English precursors 

(including petticoats), the vocabulary of quilting is that of architectural ornament: 

                                                
7 See Ulrich, 210-227, on the design and production of “rugs” (i.e., bed rugs), which were used on the bed 
before they were used on the floor. 
8 The documentation of textile traditions ranges from the anecdotal to the archeological, with most 
accounts of quilting and patchwork occupying the former category. For the latter, see Elizabeth Barber’s 
Prehistoric Textiles and Women’s Work. See Snodin and Howard, Ornament: A Social History Since 1450 
for accounts of textile technologies and trade from the Renaissance to the Victorian era. 
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capreolate lines, scrolling forms, stylized depictions of flora and fauna, feathers and 

wreaths, vessels and garlands, guilloches and cartouches, arabesques and grotesques.  

In Europe, traditional ornament and ornamental pattern were widely disseminated 

via print culture beginning in the sixteenth century. French and Italian Renaissance 

engravings or “ornament prints” conceived as both archeological records and artistic 

inspiration were succeeded in the mid-nineteenth century by lithographic publications 

aimed at increasingly non-specialist audiences.9 “Copybooks,” encyclopedias of 

ornament, design manuals, trade catalogues, and design and style magazines circulated 

the conventions and motifs that chart the development of quilt design: the running 

stitches of wholecloth quilts that articulate botanical forms, serpentine lines, and spirals; 

the variety of lines and line densities that describe the coaxial arrangements of center 

medallion quilts and divide their picture planes; and the setting and sashing that facilitate 

visual order—and actual assembly—in pieced, block-style quilts.10 In the setless (“edge-

to-edge” or “allover”) quilt designs that appear in the late nineteenth century, however, 

the absence of intermediate borders removes the scaffolding that provided both a 

perceptual framework and some margin for error in the alignment of quilt pieces. Without 

such framing devices, pattern came to derive exclusively from the arrangement of 

contiguous blocks of color on an invisible grid. Five quilts illustrate the progression, in 

microcosm, from a focus on line to an interest in shape. 

                                                
9 See Snodin and Howard for an overview of the print culture that transmitted ornamental and pattern 
design, and on Catholic excess versus Protestant restraint in decoration (165), which has implications, I 
think, for the origins and attitudes of American design. 
10 See Durant, Gombrich, Payne, and Shafter for discussions of competing nineteenth-century European 
ideas about the nature of ornament, and prescriptions for its application in the work of A.W. Pugin, John 
Ruskin, Owen Jones and William Morris in England; Alois Riegl and Adolf Loos in Austria, and Gottfried 
Semper in Germany. 
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Wholecloth Tile Pattern. 1775-1800. Wool. Northeast or New England. 91.5” x 88”  

The calimanco or waxed linsey woolsey11 in figure 1 is over two hundred years 

old, and has faded to an uneven gray-violet. The lattice design of Wholecloth Tile 

Pattern12 is rendered as a double set of perpendicular lines that frame 9” x 9” diamonds, 

each inscribed with either a vegetal motif or an eight-lobed floral form. The quilt’s 

deeply crimped surface, produced with eight quilting stitches per inch, simulates the 

tactile, dimensional appearance of molded plaster, carved wood, stamped metal, or 

chiseled stone (see figure 2). On the quilt’s reverse side, the dark quilting lines that show 

up on a backing fabric of relatively coarse yellow wool suggest different mark-making 

methods and levels of drawing facility (see figure 3). The uniformly smooth curves of the 

snow-drop forms and the knife-straight lines of the lattice framework itself look as if they 

were traced prior to being quilted, using a straightedge and templates of some kind. The 

eight-lobed floral forms, on the other hand, exhibit the hesitancy of freehand drawing, 

and the same “wobble” is evident in the closely spaced parallel lines that fill in the 

background of each tile, and in the fish-scale or clamshell patterning that covers the 

triangular half-squares around the quilt’s edge (see figures 4 and 5). This variability may 

indicate different extents to which figures were marked prior to quilting, or different 

hands of varying skill.  
                                                
11 “Calimanco” is alternately defined as a wool twill, or a glazed wool fabric that owes its sheen to 
calendering with rocks or rollers, or to a satin weave. Since satin is a modification of twill in which warp 
intersects weft less frequently, the two weave-based definitions are not technically contradictory. As with 
much textile terminology, ‘calimanco’ tends to be used descriptively rather than to reference fabric content 
or structure, and generally refers to a quilted, wholecloth bedcovering made of wool. Similarly, “linsey-
woolsey” may denote a combination linen-wool or cotton-wool fabric (usually a quilt backing with a wool 
weft), but more often refers to “calimanco,” and the terms tend to be used interchangeably. 
12 For ease of reference, I use the Winedale Collection’s quilt “titles” or abbreviations, but these labels 
should not be construed as objective or exclusive descriptions. When available, I note provenance, and if 
the quilt is attributed to a specific individual, I use that person’s state of birth.  
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We will see the concentrated diagonal fill lines that frame the individual figures in 

Tile Pattern again in Wholecloth Tree-of-Life, and in fact, the device occurs in most of 

the wholecloth quilts that feature arborescent or floral forms—which is to say, most 

wholecloth quilts. These lines replicate, in cloth and thread, the ultra-fine parallel or 

crosshatched lines that communicate tonal areas in engraving. 

 

Wholecloth Tree-of-Life. 1800-1820. Wool. Probably New England. 91” x 86”  

The slightly later calimanco of indigo-dyed wool in figure 6 adapts the tree-of-life 

iconography that was widely imported on palampores and chintz13 by the British and 

Dutch East India Trading Companies between 1600 and the early nineteenth century. The 

classic tree-of-life design (not to be confused with the pieced pattern of the same name 

that consists of triangles and rectangles) features a vertical center spine (the trunk or main 

branch of the tree itself, sometimes issuing from a cluster of rocks or roots), an elaborate 

field of branching and meandering lines with termini of flora and fauna, and multi-level 

borders that can impinge on or intermingle with the field they surround (see figure 7). 

The “tree” in this quilt’s rendition is somewhat spare, however. Its trunk and few 

offshoots are surrounded by closely spaced parallel diagonal lines spaced approximately 

3/8” apart and quilted at an average of seven stitches per inch (see figures 8 and 9) to 

impart a grain-like texture to the central swath of the quilt, rendering it relatively flat 

compared to a wide border of exuberant, three-dimensional plumage (see figure 10). 

                                                
13 Historically, “chintz” referred to printed plainweave cottons produced in India, and later in England, as 
both fabric and “palampores”—large cotton panels printed or painted with tree-of-life designs. Chintz 
palampores were often cut up and their elements collaged (appliqued) onto backing fabrics, then 
embellished with quilting and/or embroidery to make broderie perse bedcoverings.  
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Nearly two-thirds of the quilt’s surface area (62.5%) occupies this border, which has a 

pronounced waxy sheen.  

The extra puffiness and reflective quality of Tree-of-Life’s borders may have been 

enabled—or inspired—by a surplus of fabric that became available as the material of the 

quilt top cascaded outward from the center toward the edges upon quilting, which always 

proceeds in that direction to ensure that the top of a quilt can be evenly distributed over 

the batting and backing material. (Quilting from the outside in would result in a bubble of 

material at the center, much like poorly applied contact paper.) Since cloth is tensile by 

definition, quilting always causes some degree of flattening or compression. We do not 

know, however, why Tree-of-Life was quilted more densely at first, and whether the 

textural or dimensional discrepancy between its inner and outer regions was pre-planned 

or a mid-process design decision. It is possible that the density of center quilting 

exhausted the quilter’s dexterity, and that the explosion of border forms provided both 

formal variety and relief to cramping fingers. 

 

Wholecloth Center Medallion 1850-1870. Cotton. 65” x 58”  

Possibly made for a child, the small, red Wholecloth Center Medallion quilt 

shown in figure 11 displays a lower density of quilting stitches than either Tile Pattern or 

Tree-of-Life—5-6 stitches per inch instead of 7 and 8, respectively. This quantitative 

measure of fineness may reflect the relative difficulty of working with cotton, which is 

harder than wool to pierce with a needle, and raises the question of whether cotton itself, 

which became increasingly prevalent in the nineteenth century, provoked the use of 
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different quilt “handwritings.” In this example at least, an assortment of inscription styles 

results in spatial variety and a degree of perspectival illusion.  

The central cartouche-like plaque of Wholecloth Center Medallion (see figure 12) 

features a wreath that sprouts from an urn to support a pair of doves with a heart between 

them. Inside the wreath, tapering lines radiate from the edges of a triangle that contains a 

sleeping lamb. The vines that undulate along the edges of the quilt are stiff but graceful in 

the aggregate, and hook into the bases of fluted urns in each corner (see figure 13). A 

generous area of pillowed crosshatching effected by perpendicular quilting lines divides 

the quilt’s tone-on-tone surface into three distinct regions, and this textural surround 

causes the quilt’s center, sharply defined by trapunto,14 to recede. The coordinating 

border, also in trapunto, recedes with the center medallion, or advances in front of the 

intermediate, diamond-quilted frame. In either case the viewer, rather than being drawn 

into an ornamental surface, as in the two wholecloth quilts above, is pushed backward to 

behold a scene. And that picture, a kind of gallery niche at the end of a prism, points to 

the same architectural and ornamental materials suggested by Tile Pattern (plaster, stone, 

etc.), and reflexively, to the quilted textile itself.  

 

Delectable Mountain Medallion. 1820-1860. Cotton. 81” x 80”  

The view of the Delectable Mountains in Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress is 

magnificent, aerial, sweeping, and necessarily abstracted.15 Such are the aspirations, if 

                                                
14 An Italian technique in which quilted figures are stuffed with cording, batting, or some other textile 
substance. 
15 “At a great distance, he saw a most pleasant, mountainous country, beautified with woods, vineyards, 
fruits of all sorts, flowers also, with springs and fountains, very delectable to behold... Immanuels’s land... 
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not always the effects, of quilts named for this allegorical perspective. The Delectable 

Mountains variation in figure 14 is pieced from just two fabrics: a solid, off-white 

“background” cotton, and a print of alternating black-inside-pink and pink-inside-black 

diamonds (the latter with tiny fleur-de-lis accents) on a robin’s-egg-blue ground (see 

figures 15 and 16). Five sizes of right isosceles triangles are pieced so that all 24 of the 

quilt’s recursive triangular corners and its center “X” are animated by sawtooth edges. At 

a remarkable fineness of 10-11 stitches per inch, these pieced islands are quilted in 

chevron stripes that echo their angled edges, while a white “background” is quilted in 

graceful feathers (see figures 17 and 18). These two “handwritings”—one calligraphic 

and the other geometric—show the quilter engaged with the problem of how to treat 

adjacent “plain” and “already-decorated” surfaces, and Delectable Mountains reads like a 

kind of palimpsest; its rococo quilting lines reference traditional ornament, while its one-

color geometry evinces, however quietly, a modern, modular aesthetic.  

 

Center Medallion Summer Spread. 1875-1900. Cotton. 84” x 72”  

For all its loveliness, the Summer Spread in figure 19 blends techniques in a 

peculiar way. Technically, it is not a quilt at all. The central figure is pieced from 216 

diamonds set in a star-bursting hexagon assembled around a six-pointed star. The 

radiating, hexagonal symmetry of a six-sided snowflake is achieved, not only by the 

packing of the diamonds, but by the penetration of their points into successive rings of 

                                                                                                                                            
the gate of the celestial city...” (60) “They went then till they came to the Delectable Mountains [and] went 
up to the mountains, to behold the gardens and orchards, the vineyards and fountains of water” (150). “I 
saw now that they went on till they came to the river that was on this side of the Delectable Mountains... 
where the meadows are green all the year long; and where they might lie down safely” (359). 
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different colors—an activating device similar to the energetic sawtooth edges of 

Delectable Mountains (see figure 20). This pieced “center medallion” was subsequently 

appliqued onto a calico foundation fabric, as were two other types of forms: 75 pink and 

white six-pointed stars, and 45 stylized tulips that alternate with the stars to encircle the 

center hexagon and the quilt itself (see figures 21-23). The 75 stars contain six diamonds 

each, and the 45 tulips each contain six shapes that collectively represent calyx, corolla, 

pistil and stem. In addition to the 216 diamonds of the “center medallion,” these 720 

shapes—or a total of 936 pieces—had to be cut, pieced, and then appliqued to a 

foundation fabric. I consider four improvisational boughs, one near each corner of the 

quilt, to be in a separate category (see figures 24 and 25). Embellished with top-stitching 

and crewel embroidery, these ramified forms could not have been pieced in a modular 

way; they required applique, and therefore overlap with other fabric.16 

The imperative of thrift is a throughline in the story of American quilts, and in the 

larger narrative of Christian femininity in which industry and frugality exemplify a 

virtuous ideal of American womanliness. Holstein claims that piecing was motivated by 

efficiency: “The American woman, faced with the necessity of producing many warm 

bedcovers in the most efficient manner possible, and wanting some design in them, 

developed the work method of using a single geometric image or geometricized 

representational image repeated in rows to cover the whole surface of a quilt” (Kentucky 

Quilts 10). But in fact, piecing depletes material and time. Cutting larger pieces of fabric 

into smaller ones always generates some waste, and the addition of seam allowances 

                                                
16 Such overlap is the basis of “foundation piecing,” the method used to assemble many Log Cabin and 
Crazy Quilts. 
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consumes extra area. The labor of reassembling cut shapes is significant, as is the work of 

cutting those shapes in the first place, designing the quilt, and identifying or inventing 

strategies to realize the idea, however provisional it might be. Piecing recommends itself 

to design, not to efficiency.17  

In Summer Spread, the redundancy of overlapping pieced surfaces with other 

fabric undercuts the idea of patchwork as an exercise in thrift. Figure 26 illustrates 

minimum waste methods of cutting the quilt’s star and tulip pieces with requisite quarter-

inch seam allowances. But even an extremely conservative maximum efficiency scenario 

consumes 4,714 square inches or almost 33 square feet of fabric—78% more than the 

6,048 square inches or 42 square feet of Summer Spread’s surface area (see table 1).18  

An appliqued surface is even more delicate than a pieced one, and neither is 

robust. If its maker’s priorities were primarily utilitarian—sturdiness, warmth, ease of 

production—Summer Spread would be a failure. Clearly though, the quilt was not  

conceived to conserve either artistic energy or material expenditure. Likewise, each of the 

five quilts discussed in the following pages embodies an abundance of intention and 

attention, and increasingly, of fabric and color.  

  

                                                
17 Design, which is predicated on economy, is defined by Bauhaus artist Laszlo Moholy-Nagy as “the 
organization of materials and processes in the most productive, economic way, in a harmonious balance of 
all elements necessary for a certain function... the integration of technological, social and economic 
requirements, biological necessities, and the psychophysical effects of materials, shape, colour, volume and 
space: thinking in relationships.” The function to which he refers is as much the decorative effect of the 
image or object as any manual or physical kind of usefulness. 
18 These hypotheticals almost certainly overestimate efficiency, as they do not take into account selvedge 
width, which generally ranged from 24”-26” in the mid-nineteenth century. 
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III. Accessories and Electricity 

 

Material, technical, and aesthetic limitations dictate or direct artistic processes and 

the objects they yield. A shortage of material may compel a sparing or otherwise 

inventive approach, but the craftsman works within certain limits, responding 

appropriately and creatively, intellectually and intuitively, to a particular medium and set 

of techniques. Throughout her collection of essays, On Designing, the Bauhaus weaver 

Anni Albers describes the problem in terms of art made with inadequate attention to craft: 

“Today a painter can just squeeze his tube and his obedient medium permits him to use it 

any way he likes—with care, without care, splashing it if he wishes. This outer 

unrestraint does not provide him with the stimulation and source for inventiveness that 

may come in the course of struggling with a hard-to-handle material” (62-63). In The 

Sense of Order, his seminal work on the psychology of decorative art, Ernst Gombrich 

echoes Albers’s imperatives of technique and “play,” and laments the “abolition of all 

restrictions [that] transformed pattern-making into ‘abstract art’” (64). Gombrich’s 

formulation that “sorting comes before making” (65) aptly describes the patchwork 

quiltmaking process, with its prerequisite steps of collecting, organizing, choosing, and 

arranging fabric—or really, color. Gombrich elucidates a taxonomy of ornament design 

that commences with sorting, and proceeds to “framing, filling and linking” (75)—the 

same operations that guide the proliferation of pattern in patchwork quilts—in order to 

define “applied art” and frame a discussion of the debates that occupied critics in the 

wake of the Industrial Revolution. 
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Analyses of quilts are often suffused with tension, evident or latent, between the 

quilt-as-art and the quilt-as-object. Today’s knotty distinctions between ‘art,’ ‘craft,’ and 

‘design’—and concomitant qualms about content versus form and beauty versus 

usefulness—have their roots in nineteenth-century anxieties about the divisions of labor 

inherent in systems of mass and machine production.19 The ensuing arguments—about 

structure versus decoration, authenticity versus imitation, integrity versus disintegration, 

and form versus function—pervaded the European intellectual climate that was 

contemporaneous with the scene of American quiltmaking, and a view of American quilts 

through that lens helps to clarify the origins of the unwieldy “art-object” hybrid in 

general, and the textile in particular.  

 

Objects and Anomaly 

In his Four Elements of Architecture (1851), the German architect and theorist 

Gottfried Semper posits the textile as “the essence of the wall” (104). Semper 

conceptualizes Abbé Laugier’s “primitive hut”—the prototypical, permanent dwelling 

that supplanted the tent-like structures of nomadic peoples—as a confluence of four 

processes: ceramics, carpentry, masonry, and weaving. The corresponding “elements” are 

the hearth, the roof, the mound, and the wall, but Semper’s emphasis is on “motives” or 

mediums, not on forms themselves (Hale 62). From the humble mat to the intricate 

                                                
19 The contemporary opposition between art and object are recent chapters in a millennia-old effort to 
classify visual objects, and characterize the labor that produces them. See Franz on the origins of the 
concept of creative work, and the evolution of the disciplinary hierarchy of “fine” and “mechanical” arts, 
and Frank on reactions to London’s 1851 Crystal Palace Exhibition that culminated in the precepts on 
which museums of decorative arts and design schools in Europe and the U.S. were founded. 
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carpet, the vertically deployed, woven textile is, for Semper, the original means of 

delineating and dividing interior space. Semper regards the textile as both physical and 

metaphysical phenomenon. Its constituents—the knot and the seam—are fundamental 

and formative, so cladding is not extraneous but integral; it is the basis of monumental 

architecture. Semper’s position was often mistaken by his modernist-minded 

contemporaries as advocacy for decoration or “dressing” over structure, and for a 

Materialist attachment to the profusion of materials and processes that were implicated in 

Europe’s post-Crystal Palace crisis of style. But Semper’s view of structure is 

microcosmic: textiles embody structure and strength by virtue of being woven; cloth is 

decorative because it is patterned by definition.20  

Pattern and patterned textiles entered the home and infused everyday life in a new 

way in the nineteenth century, as manufactured objects replaced architectural ornament as 

physical intermediaries between human beings and their built environments.21 Removed 

from exterior to interior, ornament assumed the shape of decorative, designed, handmade 

things, and the edifying role of art previously conceived as a window into alternate or 

aspirational realities. In America, such objects were the original “accessories,” not in the 

sense of something extra or unnecessary, but in the contemporary fashion sense of items 

                                                
20 The coloring of cloth, presumably, is a bonus. Semper is most famous for his views on “polychromy”—
the once-controversial theory that buildings in ancient Greece were brightly painted and colorful before 
time and sunlight bleached them to the white that became associated with a Classical purity of form. 
21 My notion of “accessories” proceeds from Payne’s thesis that Modernism marked—or occasioned—the 
relegation of ornament, previously conceived as architectural, to the status of objects, and to its subsequent 
classification as feminine, extraneous, insubstantial, etc. Payne notes that this shift jettisoned the study of 
ornament and objects into architecture, art history, anthropology, education, history, and museum studies, 
and I would argue that this “interdisciplinary” orientation, which includes Home Economics and its 
“domestic science” offspring (Human Ecology, Family and Consumer Sciences, etc.) is something of a 
disciplinary diaspora that inappropriately separates studio work and scholarship, theory and practice, 
objects and ideas. 
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that have a concentrated force relative to their size—e.g., shoes, handbags, or eyewear. 

Today’s accessories are essential insofar as they punctuate while they function, rendering 

moot the distinction between their aesthetic value and their utility.  

Gombrich reminds us that the object itself—from the Latin obicere, “to throw 

against”—is supposed to exemplify disruption and freshness (2), and I propose that 

anomaly is the defining mechanism of that disruptive process. Derived from Greek roots 

meaning “not the same, uneven,” anomaly permits some objects, and some quilts, to 

transcend the anodyne. Anomaly is the surprise, the unexpected element, the counterpoint 

to harmony. It signifies the designer’s unwillingness to be satisfied with the lukewarm 

attractiveness that is relatively easy to effect with a modicum of technical ability and 

aesthetic sense. Anomaly requires more work to integrate, on the part of the maker and 

the viewer, and the reward for that work—for both parties—can be a sublime experience. 

At the most basic level, anomaly is a reference to proportion. Whatever there is less of, if 

it is noticeable at all, is conspicuous, like the stop sign against the gray-brown 

streetscape, or the lamp-lit window in the otherwise dark facade—both anomalies of 

color.  

 

Textile Jazz 

Across such varied disciplines as art history, anthropology, and psychology, there 

is consensus that while pattern is appealing to the eye and the brain, deviations in it can 
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yield even greater pleasure. Symmetries are visually and aesthetically compelling,22 but 

aberrations or anomalies may be even more so. The authors of a study of Andean 

Chinchero weavers describe the “contingency” that marks the natural world, and identify 

such “departures from periodicity” as inspiring and perhaps even enabling the “’textile 

jazz’” that their subjects produce (Franquemont 182). For Gombrich, it is the “break in 

order [that] arouses attention,” and accounts for “the most basic fact of aesthetic 

experience, [which is] that delight lies somewhere between boredom and confusion” (9). 

With respect to color, I propose that Gombrich’s brink—also described as a condition 

between “harmony and repose” or “monotony and confusion” (53-54)—occurs when a 

pleasing composition is interrupted, upset, or even contaminated, rendering the artwork 

or object unsettling in a manner that transcends the merely attractive or agreeable. Instead 

of becoming ugly or gaudy or unbalanced, however, it becomes unaccountably right even 

as the pattern or schema is made wrong. In pieced quilts, where pattern and color dovetail 

completely, arrival at this aesthetic tipping point is often accomplished by the deft use of 

anomaly, or the design of color proportion. 

 

Color Theory 

 “Color” is a colloquial term that subsumes the criteria of hue, value and 

saturation. Hue is the redness or blueness of something, and is generally at issue when we 

speak of color. Temperature, a character of hue, reminds us that color is always relative, 

                                                
22 The technical definition of symmetry differs from the colloquial one that refers to “reflection,” or 
bilateral symmetry across a vertical, and occasionally a horizontal axis. “Reflection” is one of four basic 
planar symmetries, which also include translation, rotation, and glide reflection (a combination of reflection 
and translation). 
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contextual, contingent. In the mind’s eye, for example, the red of a stop sign and a fire 

engine may be more or less identical, but juxtaposed, one will be warmer (more orange) 

and one cooler (more violet) than the other. Similarly, a taxicab is a warmer (or redder) 

kind of yellow than the more lemony hue of a legal pad.  

Value and saturation refer, respectively, to the quantity and quality of light 

present in a color. The value spectrum ranges from white to black (or high-key to low-

key), while saturation is measured from bright or “pure” color to dull or gray—neither of 

which is pejorative. Grayness or neutrality simply indicate the presence of some 

proportion of a color’s complement—its opposite on the color wheel—which necessarily 

counteracts pigmentation and reduces saturation. For example, a red to which either its 

opposite of green, or either of green’s ingredients (blue or yellow) is added will be less 

red. If enough green is added, red will become black in theory and brown in practice. 

though the point at which it ceases to be “red” is subjective, or at least contextual.  

Hue, temperature, value, and saturation are thus relative concepts: a red apple 

looks redder, warmer, lighter, and brighter among black plums, but comparatively gray in 

front of a stop sign. The categories of color are largely interdependent: the addition of 

violet to its complement, yellow, will affect yellowness, lightness, and saturation, and 

cannot affect one without affecting the others; the degree to which hue, temperature, 

value and saturation are affected depends on the proportions of these combinations. 
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Saturation 

We sometimes imagine the past as black and white. Just as the opponents of 

Gottfried Semper’s theory of polychromy were unable to fathom the temples of ancient 

Greece as anything other than white edifices, perhaps against azure skies, many imagine 

early America in a palette of dark woolens. The authors of The Folk Arts and Crafts of 

New England attempt to correct the Hawthornean conception of a drab Puritan aesthetic 

with descriptions of sumptuous, special-occasion garments, and the signage—richly 

pigmented, and often gilded—that marked the locations of taverns and tradesmen. They 

list the vocations of these tradesmen (carpentry, joinery, glassmaking, goldsmithing, 

weaving, pottery, blacksmithing, and braziery), and summon the chromatic surface 

qualities of materials such as wood, metal, clay and glass: “the pumpkin-yellow glow of 

mellow pine paneling, [the] silvery tones of gleaming pewter and the warmer sheen of 

copper and brass, the almost vermillion brilliance of red-ware, [the] play of sunlight 

filtering in through small-paned leaded windows” (3-4). Color, they observe, manifested 

in interior and exterior architecture, in furniture and utensils, and in the changing seasons 

and landscapes of a world where “it was not always November” (3). Gardens, in 

particular, created vignettes of saturated color: 

Many of the earliest dooryard gardens planted along the Atlantic seaboard faced 
on the ocean or on some inlet from the sea. Enclosed by fences of wattle, rough 
pickets or simple rail construction, these little plots were filled with herbs, 
culinary and medicinal, and favorite flowers of the Old World. Continually, they 
provided a nostalgic link with gardens left behind across the sea. These flower 
patches beyond the threshold were something to behold. Here were the blues—
light and dark in larkspur... brilliant and sparkling in the starry blooms of borage 
and the bell-shaped rampion; richer still when the blue flags waved their banners. 
Orange and gold and touches of russet literally shone in the French marigolds, the 
calendulas, the tansy, the dyer’s weed (genista), and the showy elecampane. There 
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was the soft pink of hyssop and bouncing Bet; the lavender and purple of fragrant 
thyme. On and on the riot ran—color by the door. So, too, the everchanging 
landscape—around and behind them—in its myriad tints and shades. (6-7)  
 

Celebrations of “riotous” and “myriad” colors may strike us, legitimately, as cliché, but 

the influence of gardens on the aesthetic sensibilities that underpin American quilt design 

is significant. Observations about quilts’ departure from normative aesthetics—the “rather 

violent coloring of many heirloom quilts” (McKim 31) or the “modernistic trend. . .  

toward brilliance of color” (Finley 7)—point to quiltmakers’ keen ability to discriminate 

among the properties of color, and to control saturation in the service of interesting 

proportions. These effects are precisely the accents or “breaks in order” (Gombrich xii) 

that make for visually potent compositions or objects, and American quiltmakers 

understood both anomaly and saturation. The dooryard gardens situated near buildings and 

fences, and against backdrops of the atmospheric effects of light on land and water, would 

have afforded the experience, on a daily basis, of saturation anomaly—that is, the burst or 

punch of luminous color that derives from a context of chromatic gray: the grays and 

browns and blacks and off-whites of so much material and matter (sky, water, wood, 

stone, etc.). 

 Anyone who has been surprised—usually unpleasantly—after choosing an 

exterior paint color under indoor light has been impressed by the role of saturation in the 

perception of color. What looks gray or subtle or neutral indoors often looks electric in 

full-spectrum daylight, even without sun. Color temperature is similarly confounding, 

because daylight reveals cooler, bluer color ingredients than yellow-leaning incandescent 

light. This is not to suggest the superiority of natural or artificial light, cooler or warmer 
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color, or weaker or stronger saturation, but to point out the obvious but often overlooked 

fact that “heirloom” quilts were not devised under today’s standard lighting conditions.  

 

Lighting 

  In their 1869 Victorian housekeeping treatise, The American Woman’s Home, 

Catherine Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe advise that when selecting fabric, “it is 

best to try colors by candle-light for evening dresses, as some colors which look very 

handsome in the daylight are very homely when seen by candle-light” (262). Subtleties of 

hue that are apparent in bright light—the chromatic biases of gray or neutral colors—may 

disappear in low light, and while we do not know the Beecher sisters’ definition of 

homely or handsome, their reference to saturation reminds us that our perception of color 

is profoundly affected by the context in which we view it. 

 Hand-piecing and hand-quilting continued long after sewing machines became 

available and affordable in the 1850s. The latter endures even today, because the 

sensitivity of the hand-quilted line is so different from the mechanical appearance of 

machine quilting. The long persistence of hand-piecing, in which seams are ideally 

invisible, is more mysterious. Laurel Horton suggests that portability and a lack of 

machine noise may have recommended hand-sewing for traditional nineteenth-century 

activities like bringing needlework to visit friends, or gathering for evening readings, first 

by candlelight, and later by kerosene (70). Prior to the widespread household use of the 

light bulb in the early twentieth century, quiltmaking processes were undertaken in 
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daylight (indoors and out), or by the light of fireplace, candle, kerosene or gas lamp.23 

Electricity, although it did not illuminate quiltmaking until well into the twentieth 

century, is nonetheless an apt metaphor for the property of saturation—the quality of 

light—that distinguishes the peculiar and brilliant color sensibilities of American 

quiltmakers. 

 

Thinking through Color 

Henri Matisse maintained that “color has to be thought, passed through the 

imagination” (Spurling 86). References to this difficult, often exhausting, intellectual 

labor are hard to come by in accounts of patchwork processes, but there are a few. A 

comment from The Quilters is reminiscent of Matisse: “Matching up my colors. . . comes 

natural to me. I keep figuring and working with my materials, and thinking about my 

colors a long time before it feels right. I know how my quilt is going to look before I ever 

start” (75). The Quilters purports to document the quilt-related histories of a group of 

women in Texas and New Mexico, and the authors seem, implicitly, to appreciate the 

problem of connecting biography to quilt history. Their solution is an odd one, however. 

They explain their decision not to attribute the quilts they document to individuals, nor 

words to speakers: “We have condensed conversations [and] monologues. . . without 

indicating that the speaker has changed. . . Likewise, we have placed women’s portraits 

in the text in keeping with the mood of the words spoken more often than with the exact 

words spoken by the woman in the photograph” (10). As it happens, none of the text—

                                                
23 See Nylander’s chapter on the “Dimensions of Housework” (103-142) for the intersection of candle-
making and lamplight with daily and seasonal routines in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.  
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the results of interviews the authors conducted—is attributed to any individual, nor does 

it correspond with any of the book’s quilts, many of which are photographed on laps, or 

on the porches of farm buildings. The book, then, is an impressionistic collection of first-

person stories that nonetheless offer some worthwhile reflections on the cognitive 

processes of quiltmaking. 

 A woman whose husband taught her “everything I know about building and 

carpentry” comes home from his funeral, finishes the house they had started to build, and 

takes up quilting: “I plan my quilts just like I used to plan a house. Folks say, ‘How come 

you quilt so good?’ I say, ‘If you make careful plans, it will come out right.’” (90). A 

woman who starts quilting at age sixty-five, after a lifetime spent “working in the fields 

next to the men” says that “Everything I ever learned about building and plowing goes 

into these quilts. Except colors; them colors is all mine. Now I like to try to put them 

colors down in a way no one ever saw before. . . I do all my own quilting and piecing you 

know. I know it ain’t neighborly, but I can’t let no one else touch it” (125).  

There are references throughout The Quilters to quiltmaking as a husband-and-

wife endeavor, a coed and intergenerational enterprise, an indoor and outdoor activity, 

and a social and a solitary pursuit. The last, especially, undercuts the popular image of 

quilts wrought, mindlessly, by the busy fingers of gossiping women. Orlofsky recites the 

myth of the Bride’s Dozen—the alleged tradition of girls making twelve quilts, and a 

thirteenth upon becoming engaged—but notes, in an aside, that “the piecing together of a 

top was most frequently done by the housewife alone” (49). Nylander, who disputes the 

myths of the Bride’s Dozen and the Hope Chest (7, 58), lists quilting parties among other 
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kinds of “frolics”—spinning, corn-husking, apple-paring, barn-raising—that served social 

and labor-saving purposes (225), but acknowledges that “by working alone in good 

natural light, [one] may have been able to produce a much more elaborate quilt than 

could be made by a group of inattentive, chattering women” (228-229). Allusions to the 

process of thinking about and “through” color remind us that making a quilt, and 

especially designing or piecing one, is a complex, contemplative, cerebral process that 

requires concentration. While many romantic fictions form the basis for our 

understanding of quilts, none is so pernicious as the denial of the intelligence and solitude 

required to conceive a quilt, before any cutting or sewing, let alone a party, begins. 
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IV. Stripes and a Lone Star 

 

Split Bars c. 1850. Cotton. Possibly Tennessee. 84” x 65”  

Split Bars (see figure 27) is an exercise in proportion. Its loveliness is apparent in 

spite of—and maybe in part because of—its sun-burnished, dust-encrusted patina. A 

striped format makes it easy to calculate the total amount of fabric in the quilt’s top, and 

to create a proportional color inventory24 of its ingredients (see figure 28): a grayish 

white,25 a golden orange, and a maroon that is now faded to brown. Figures 29-31 depict 

a hypothetical progression of design scenarios in which the maker of Split Bars might 

have considered various distributions of these particular quantities of cloth, or colors. It is 

clear, as with Summer Spread, that if simple coverage or efficiency had been the priority, 

it would have been more expedient to make a quilt using 3, 5, or 13 strips of cloth instead 

of 17. The quilting in Split Bars also reveals a commitment to something other than 

efficiency in the decision to bother switching from white thread to brown when quilting 

the maroon areas (see figure 32). That color, which in small valleys has resisted light and 

dust, is actually quite saturated, and the permutation from the hypothetical penultimate 

version of Split Bars’ design to its final form suggests an impulse to show more of the 

maroon by spreading it out.  

A selection of Bars quilts from Pennsylvania (figure 33) shows a tendency toward 

uniformly wide and uniformly spaced stripes that create repeat patterns in a more 

straightforward way than Split Bars. An iterative model that repeats Split Bars’ stripe 
                                                
24 As far as either one of us knows, my friend and former teacher David Hornung coined this term and 
exercise while teaching color theory at RISD. See his Color: A Workshop for Artists and Designers. 
25 The actual quilt contains two variations of grayish-white, which I count as one color. 
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pattern (see figure 34) is weaker than if it had been created from the alternative 

proportions hypothesized in figure 30 (see figure 35) because the color progression in the 

latter is smoother in terms of hue, value, and saturation. In the actual quilt, maroon stripes 

come into contact with gray-white as well as orange areas, and that edge, with its 

significant discrepancy in both hue and value, requires more perceptual energy than 

would be needed to process lesser transitions of hue and value, and appreciate the 

connection—saturation-wise—between the orange and maroon.  

Split Bars exhibits the opposite quilting density trend from the one seen in Tree-

of-Life. Here, the freehand grid of quilting lines, at the same average of 7 stitches per 

inch, is looser at the center of the quilt and tighter around its edges, where the line density 

of both the vertical and horizontal quilting increases by 50% (see figures 36 and 37). In 

the quilt’s midsection, vertical quilting lines are spaced up to 2” apart, and horizontal 

lines approximately ½” apart; toward the quilt’s edges, the spacing of vertical lines drops 

to one inch, and the spacing of horizontal lines to ¼”. Those who have quilted, especially 

by hand, may recognize in this pattern the reassurance that comes after a certain period of 

quilting. So many tiny stitches, like one-dimensional points, finally accrete to imbue two-

dimensional layers with texture, transforming them into three-dimensional substance, and 

this tangible result justifies so much time and labor. Thus encouraged, a quilter may 

decide, midway through hand-quilting, to invest an even greater number of stitches.  
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Lone Star. 1880-1910. Cotton. Possibly Indiana. 80.5” x 76.75”  

Lone Star (figure 38) could be described as red, white, and blue. Or as pink, blue, 

black, white, and brown. Its 25 different fabrics include 3 that read as red or pink, 2 that 

read as white, 14 that read as blue or black, 5 that read as brown, and an off-white 

“background” (see table 2 and figure 39). The white in Lone Star constitutes a value 

anomaly of sorts (figure 40); it represents the greatest departure from the range of value 

into which all of the other colors fit, which is between black and the mid-range value of 

medium-blue that appears in the middle of each of the star’s rays. A lesser anomaly of 

saturation occurs in the brown fabrics that make up just 14% of Lone Star’s colors, and 

appear in a ring near the center of the star, as the perimeter of the star’s octagonal core, 

and near the points of the star’s rays. The marked grayness of this brown amplifies the 

quilt’s reds and blues, which are more chromatic or highly pigmented—more saturated. 

In figure 41, the brown is replaced with an inverse anomaly of saturation, a red-pink that 

is more saturated than the colors around it, and makes that context appear relatively gray. 

This hypothetical anomaly of saturation, which boosts the quilt’s overall proportion of 

red (pink), and pitches it toward orange, causes the quilt’s darker blues to read as black, 

and its medium blue to become an anomaly of hue and (cool) temperature.  

The greatest anomaly in Lone Star—the actual rarity—is a subtle anomaly of hue. 

A medium-scale pink-and-white checked fabric appears in 16 of the 64 diamonds that 

make up the large white ring of Lone Star, and again in 6 of 8 of the two-diamond rows 
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near the star’s points (see figure 42).26 These 16 diamonds account for just 2.75% of the 

fabrics in Lone Star, but they play a significant role. First, as an “off-white,” the blue-

pink tint bridges the distance between the quilt’s white expanses and its colors; as an 

echo or halo of the quilt’s reds, the pink suggests that these relatively saturated colors 

have tinged the white areas with their essence. Second, as a blue-pink, the color connects 

the blues and reds that make up the vast majority of the quilt’s colors (74%). And third, 

the pink diversifies the quilt’s reds, blunting the opposition in temperature between the 

bluer reds of the checked fabrics and the orange undertone of the double pinks.27 Figure 

43 shows the subtle yet significant effect of anomaly by erasing the pink and replacing it 

with the white that it most closely resembles in terms of value and saturation. 

The “Lone Star” instructions in Ruby McKim’s One Hundred and One 

Patchwork Patterns (see figure 44), published during the quilt revival of the 1920s and 

1930s, call for various quantities of red, orange, peach, yellow, lettuce green, and 

turquoise. These “may be planned, either extending out with all different hues, or 

repeating to double back” (73). The black and white diagram represents the colors as 

values, albeit with imprecise or elastic relationships. McKim’s colors track roughly with 

the spectrum, halting before blue in the greener realm of turquoise, and her suggested 

progression is based on hue alone. Rows of white between every row of “color” hedge 

                                                
26 The corresponding row of the remaining two rays is occupied by a blue-and-white check, and a white-
ground print with blue and black sprigs. The latter fabric appears only in these two spots, which make it, 
technically, the most anomalous fabric in the quilt at 0.25% of the star’s total area, but since it shares a 
resemblance hue-wise to other blues, it is not perceived as particularly anomalous.     
27 Double pink fabrics, sometimes called “cinnamon pinks” or “strawberry pinks,” were especially popular 
in the second half of the nineteenth century. An acid resist was used to block out white parts of the design, 
followed by a dye-bath that covered the unblocked surface in a solid warm pink. Finally, a darker pink or 
red design was applied via roller printing. (Welters and Ordoñez 105). 
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against any missteps in the progression of value and saturation, first, by ensuring that 

colors are never contiguous, and second, because white thereby becomes the quilt’s 

dominant color and the remaining hues—and hue itself—become somewhat anomalous. 

McKim’s instructions obviate the kinds of critical decisions that the designer of Lone 

Star had to make. Limitations on quantities and colors—whether such constraints were 

self-imposed or determined by availability—compelled the quiltmaker to design a color 

progression that radiated according to some logic of hue, value and saturation. 

Faint traces of penciled quilting lines are still visible in some parts of Lone Star. 

These may have failed to wash out, or the quilt may have been considered a showpiece 

and not laundered. The star itself is quilted in a diamond grid that echoes its piecing 

pattern, and the large right-angle areas around it are perfunctorily quilted in traditional 

feathered wreaths and heart motifs (see figure 45). Lone Star is pieced by machine and by 

hand, and quilted at 2-5 stitches per inch—a significantly lower frequency than that of the 

quilts discussed so far. In my discussion of Wholecloth Center Medallion, I suggested 

that a lower number of stitches per inch may have prompted greater efforts toward spatial 

delineation. Here, a decline in needlework facility coincides with a shift in aesthetic 

priorities from quilting to piecing, or from finely wrought inscription to the allover, 

mosaic-style arrangement of shape and color. 
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V. Tools and Technology 

 

“Lone Star” is a fairly exacting pattern. Mismeasurement or misalignment of 

individual diamonds, strips of diamonds, or the seams that join the pattern’s eight large 

sections can compromise or undo the effects of color progression that suggest lambency. 

Given reasonable mathematical acumen, and tools like calculators and rotary cutters, it is 

fairly easy, today, to cut nearly identical shapes. But women in the nineteenth century 

and earlier—many of them uneducated and semiliterate—managed to achieve remarkable 

precision in their quilts.28 Many of the tools and technologies used to make quilts were 

adapted from other mediums, and seem instrumental to the cognitive processes that 

enabled facility with color and pattern. The demands and constraints of weaving, in 

particular, would have bequeathed to quiltmakers Anni Albers’ all-important “stimulation 

and source for inventiveness.” 

Historically, books on textiles and quilts often combine how-to instructions with 

sparsely annotated histories. Many older books describe the use of templates to create 

scrolling or straight-edge quilting designs. Circles were traced from household vessels 

and kitchen implements like glassware and dishes, and other shapes were transferred with 

flexible templates made from heavy paper, cardboard, tin, and (presumably metal) mesh 

(Finley 141). Other techniques for marking quilting lines included pricking and pouncing 

through paper, and chalking, the process of dipping a piece of string in powdered chalk or 

                                                
28 Among the upper and upper-middle classes, needlework was part of the curriculum beginning as early as 
the eighteenth century. Students practiced both letters and embroidery skills by making samplers, and were 
trained to draw ornamental designs from copybooks (Bassett 114)—activities that required “ciphering” if 
not formal mathematics education. 
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cornstarch, holding it taut, and snapping it against a fabric surface to mark a straight line 

(Orlofsky 138, 139). Those “with a steady hand”—neighbors and friends, tailors and 

tailors’ apprentices—were often enlisted to mark quilting designs (Orlofsky 134-136, 

Bassett 114). Descriptions of quilting bees or “frolics” are ubiquitous, of course, but 

beyond information and anecdotes about quilting, there is little discussion about how 

quilts were designed or pieced.  

In her 1931 book, Homespun Handicrafts, Ella Shannon Bowles describes two 

techniques that are potentially relevant to quiltmaking. Chapters on “embroidery” and 

“fineworks” frame one entitled “The Romance of Old-Time Quilts.” In the context of 

embroidery, Bowles describes the 1850s practice—familiar to most art students today—

of using a grid to enlarge the scale of a linear sampler design (149-150). Colonial 

“fineworks,” which figured in young ladies’ avocational artistic training, included “shell 

work. . . feather work, filigree [and] the cutting of ‘Escutcheon and paper flowers,’ 

grandly designated as ‘Papyrotamia’” (Bowles 169). Recognizable to many of us as the 

grade school method of making paper snowflakes, papyrotamia was first popularized 

during the Revolutionary period and appears in many accounts of colonial crafts as a way 

to make valentines and other gifts. The art of folding and cutting paper conjures the 

multi-fold symmetry of the foliate motifs typical of Hawaiian and other applique quilts. 

To make these forms, cloth could have been cut and folded in the same manner as paper, 

or cut-paper designs extrapolated to fabric (see figure 46). In the catalogue to a 1948 quilt 

exhibition at the Newark Museum, a curator wonders if “perhaps the answer to the 

perfectly matched diamonds [of a Star of Bethlehem quilt] lies in the art of the cut-paper 
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picture” (White 23). And certainly, papyrotamia could just as easily have reproduced 

geometric pieces as freeform applique shapes. Matrices of paper cutouts could have been 

used as negative stencils, or the cut-out shapes themselves as positive templates.  

Holstein refers obliquely to papyrotamia in The Pieced Quilt, noting that on rare 

occasions, complex applique patterns were “drawn from such sources as the cut-paper 

work practiced in Pennsylvania” (58). He does not seem to consider the method as a way 

to fabricate quilts, however, betraying a general inability—on his part and others’—to 

fathom female work in its particulars. Holstein asks, “who figured out these complicated 

[piecing] patterns?” His answer: “quilt patterns may have been designed by country 

farmer-builders for their wives; their practical knowledge of geometry would have been 

of much use in such an endeavor” (56). Presumably, “country farmers” were no more 

formally educated than housewives, yet Holstein assumes that their building experience 

would have conducted mathematical knowledge better than female vocations like sewing 

and weaving. Templates, he adds, were “sometimes cut by obliging husbands” (56-57). 

When it comes to picturing female manual labor as anything other than stationary, 

sedentary acts of nimble-fingered sewing, spinning, or knitting, Holstein and many others 

habitually turn to the mental and manual skills of men to work out the math, or make the 

tools.  

 

Math and Science 

In the 1880s, the popular nineteenth-century periodical, Godey’s Ladies Book 

referred to the “mathematical precision” of piecing patterns, and to quiltmakers’ 
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“knowledge of the laws of color” (Orlofsky 60). And older books about quilt history 

occasionally acknowledge the cognitive and intellectual aspects of quiltmaking. Marie 

Webster and Ruth Finley are two names that still appear in the bibliographies of most 

books that document or purport to document quilt history. In Quilts: Their Story and How 

to Make Them, Webster locates artistic ability not in quilting but in piecing (xvi-xvii). 

The insight would be unusual today, though perhaps it was less so in 1915. In the 

remarkably long-lived Old Patchwork Quilts and the Women Who Made Them, published 

from 1929 until 1992, Finley, who was acquainted with Webster, notes that quilting and 

piecing are separate processes, and emphasizes the latter’s reliance on design—that is, on 

deliberate planning and math. Writing in the quaintly sexist milieu of her time, Finley 

was ahead of it in some of her observations about underpinnings of artistic process: 

“With the advent of the four-patch, followed by the nine-patch, quilt designing stepped 

fully into the realm of plane geometry. Ninety-nine percent of all pieced quilts represent 

the working out of geometrical designs often so intricate that their effective handling 

reflects most creditably on the supposedly non-mathematical sex” (51). Addressing “such 

readers as in their youth missed the precarious joy of climbing on roofs and thus 

becoming intimate with chimney tops,” Finley wonders if the cross-sectional view of the 

traditional American house design, with its four-flued chimney, might be implicated in 

the prevalence of four-fold geometric quilt design (132).  

Even without formal art or science education, women received informal training 

in technical areas like math, chemistry, and color theory by participating in the domestic 

textile production that supported the U.S prior to industrialization. The necessity of 
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producing virtually all wardrobe and home textile items meant that women were well-

versed in textile techniques that included carding, spinning, dyeing, knitting, weaving, 

and sewing. The latter, which required drafting patterns, and constructing and resizing 

garments, would have conferred aptitude with geometry and spatial relations. Dyeing 

yarn and fabric would have conveyed knowledge of chemistry and color theory. And 

weaving would have spurred proficiency with color and geometry. The skills that were 

integral to household economy were also the foundations of quiltmaking’s creative 

experiments. 

 

Weaving 

Until the late eighteenth century, weaving in America was the province of 

professionally trained men. In The Age of Homespun, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich outlines the 

political, economic, and social context of the transfer of cloth production in New England 

from the professional workshops of European-trained male weavers to the sphere of 

female domestic economy. By the mid-1700s, home looms were often shared among 

itinerant professional weavers and resident and neighboring women (103). By the late 

1700s, as demand for household linens grew, women were supplying them almost 

exclusively (138, 287). The transmission of weaving knowledge occurred over more than 

a century; during that time, information, tools, and labor were shared, not only among 

professional weavers and their female students and collaborators, but between husbands 

and wives, neighbors, and those of Native American and European descent. Blacksmiths 

and woodworkers made and repaired looms and other weaving equipment (Ulrich 281); 
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draft patterns were passed down through generations (Hall 182-185), and Algonkian 

Indians and whites exchanged baskets and cloth, as well as formal and stylistic 

vocabularies that translated between woven mediums (Ulrich 44-45, 260). 

 The extra-wide backings of wholecloth quilts were often made from the same 

panels of fabric as large, square tablecloths that were pieced, as Ulrich describes, from 

two rectangles of homespun linen (278). But the capacity to create large sheets of fabric 

by seaming selvedges together is the least of the correspondence between coverlets29 and 

quilts, or between weaving and quiltmaking—both of which constantly confront and 

transcend the limitation of selvedge width. A passage from Eliza Calvert Hall’s 1912 

Book of Handwoven Coverlets conjures the complexity, precision, and rewards of 

weaving:  

When I see a weaver at his loom I think of an organist seated before a great organ, 
and the treadles of the loom are the pedals and stops of the musical instrument. I 
look at the threads and the loom seems a stringed instrument, too huge for the 
hand of man, but made to be played on by every wind of heaven, and whenever I 
begin to study a new coverlet pattern, Milton’s lines come to me: ‘untwisting all 
the chains that tie / The hidden soul of harmony.’” (173)  

 
Hall’s comparison of weaving and music reflects the classical model of education that 

comprised arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy.30 Figures 47 and 48 show 

                                                
29 A “coverlet” is a woven blanket, as opposed to, say, an embroidered one, and there are four types: 
overshot, doubleweave, summer/winter spreads, and jacquard. Coverlets are sometimes referred to as 
“counterpanes,” a general term for woven, quilted, embroidered, or otherwise decorative bedcoverings 
(Horton 26). 
30 Lawlor’s description of the Quadrivium In Sacred Geometry is an inadvertent evocation of the weaving 
process, and the phenomenon in which the rigorous, meditative activity of abstraction produces stuff: “The 
implicit goal of this education was to enable the mind to become a channel through which the ‘earth’ (the 
level of manifested form) could receive the abstract life of the heavens. The practice of geometry was an 
approach to the way in which the universe is ordered and sustained. Geometric diagrams can be 
contemplated as still moments revealing a continuous, timeless, universal action generally hidden from our 
sensory perception. Thus a seemingly common mathematical activity can become a discipline for 
intellectual and spiritual insight” (6). 
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weaving drafts and shorthand that resemble musical notation. Twentieth century 

anthropologists articulate the intellectual work of pattern-building this way: “Learning to 

weave involves not only mastering the techniques and processes of working the loom, but 

also dominating the principles of symmetrical operations that build complex structures 

from relatively simple bits of information” (Franquemont 177). In either case, the 

imagery resonates with craft processes in general and quiltmaking in particular: the 

marshaling of resources (materials, equipment, techniques, information) precedes the 

orchestration a composition through work that is both cerebral and physical, difficult and 

divine.  

 

Overshot and Doubleweave 

Upon magnification, it is apparent that overshot and doubleweave coverlets share 

the grid-based structure of pieced quilts, but at the level of fiber rather than fabric. Figure 

49, a drawing for a weave design, illustrates the tendency, in weaving, for geometric 

elements to agglomerate as curves or dissolve into granular texture. In overshot coverlets, 

a dyed wool weft is inserted into an undyed linen warp over which it periodically floats to 

create the rectangles, diamonds, dashes, stripes, and stepped forms that are the 

fundamental units of geometric quilts. Because of differences in material, scale, and 

structure, however, coverlets read texturally before (or instead of) reading graphically. In 

weaving, hundreds of filaments mesh and are concentrated in a square inch, while a 

pieced grid is much more crude. Figures 50 and 51 show checkerboard patterns rendered 

as woven and pieced surfaces, respectively. The latter, a tour de force of material 
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transformation and “textile jazz,” illustrates the capacity of patchwork to imitate 

transparency—a virtue that it shares with weaving—and to exhibit anomaly, which it 

accomplishes much more easily.31  

By definition, doubleweave blankets consist of two layers of cloth simultaneously 

woven from the same warp. Each layer incorporates a different set of warp threads, and 

the two layers share warp in certain places, which causes them to interlock periodically 

and not necessarily at selvedges. Depending on the frequency of those intersections, the 

two layers may be pulled apart slightly, and the pocket between them perceived, much 

like the chambers in a quilt that is tied32 or minimally quilted. In her study of 

Appalachian weavers, Hall notes, perceptively, that doubleweave coverlets are softer and 

more pliable than single-weave blankets (278-279), which accords with the observation 

that quilts are softer or doughier than their individual layers; they drape well, conforming 

to whatever lies underneath them, whether a body or a bed.  

Doubleweave cloth is also reversible: both of its sides are right-facing, and they 

are exact inversions of each other, design- and color-wise. The side that the weaver 

cannot see on the loom provides an after-the-fact imprint of the road not taken, as it were, 

displaying precisely inverse proportions of color and shape. A doubleweave coverlet with 

a white warp and a navy blue weft, for example, will produce some areas of plainweave 

with a value more or less midway between the two colors—a medium blue of sorts. The 

appearance, on the front of the blanket, of dark blue floats (a series of adjacent weft 

                                                
31 In weaving, the continuity of warp and weft tends to result in more static surfaces with common 
ingredients or colors throughout. Tapestry is an obvious exception, and in fact, many tapestry traditions 
share nineteenth-century American quiltsmakers’ predisposition toward anomaly.  
32 A method of quilting in which periodic knots rather than running stitches rivet a quilt’s layers. 
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threads that sit on top of the warp) on a lighter blue background will guarantee the 

appearance, on the back, of white floats on an identical plainweave background. The 

plainweave will look darker on the white-dominant side than on the navy-dominant side 

because of its different context. In terms of shape, the double-ness of layers—or really, 

the tripleness of two individual layers plus the periodic one created where they 

intersect—means that what appears as a circle on one side of a doubleweave may be 

construed as a ring on the other. Likewise, evenly spaced rectangular tiles may appear on 

the reverse, as the lattice that outlines them.  

 

Color and Texture 

The peculiar ability of weaving to shape-shift is a function of scale. At a certain 

range of vision that Gombrich describes as a kind of middle zone of perception (95), 

pattern dissolves into texture, as in highly magnified half-tone or pixelated images. Both 

woven and pieced geometric cloth provoke a continual dissolution-resolution dynamic 

between pattern and texture such that, although we see only one level of pattern at a time, 

we perceive multiple levels. Hall captures the property of woven pattern in which 

“enlarging or diminishing a pattern will sometimes conceal its identity. I looked at [two 

coverlet patterns] many times before I saw that they were the same, only woven on a 

different scale” (172). That telescoping ambiguity of scale is a key feature of optically 

dynamic quilts, in which color and light also play important roles in the perceptual 

shifting that transforms one level of pattern into another, or two-dimensions into three. In 
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an homage to the dyestuffs and mordants33 that filled our “grandmothers’ dye-pots,” Hall 

describes how color and light collude to trick the eye, and especially 

that clear, greenish sea-blue that [creates the] impression of endless depth when I 
look at the indigo blue of an old coverlet under an electric light. . . and catch my 
breath and burst into an admiring exclamation, as the blue designs ‘stand out’ 
from the background of dazzling white and the coverlet becomes apparently a 
square of embossed velvet. (199-200) 
 

Texture and color are interdependent in weaving, in which color is mixed mechanically 

or optically, not chemically, as when pigments are combined. Optical mixing operates 

according to the same principle as pointillist painting, where, for example, adjacent daubs 

of blue and yellow strike the retina as green. Similarly, a yellow warp filled with blue 

weft produces an effect of green (or an effect that is at least somewhat green, depending 

on variables such as the relative thickness of warp and weft, other characteristics of the 

yarns, weave structure, the angle at which light hits the cloth, etc.). A “plaid” is a right-

angle commingling of warp and weft that produces perpendicular stripes, and 

intersectional areas of composite color. In Our Own Snug Fireside, Jane Nylander 

imagines the pleasure her subject might have derived, in the 1820s, from mixing color 

this way: “Plaids were undoubtedly more interesting and satisfying to weave than plain 

white sheeting or shirting. The challenge of producing compatible colors with natural 

dyestuffs and developing a pleasing pattern, and the steady pleasure of watching the 

colorful pattern emerge on the loom, clearly appealed to [her]” (180). Figures 52 and 53 

illustrate the phenomenon of optical mixing in very different doubleweave blankets in 

which red and blue are integrated to create different kinds of violet. 

                                                
33 A chemical or substance used as a fixing agent in conjunction with a natural dyestuff. Examples of 
common mordants are alum, cream of tartar, copper sulphate, and tannic acid.  
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Processes and Products 

It is hard to imagine, especially in rural areas where society was so heavily 

involved in the domestic textile industry, that those who made quilts did not spend a 

significant amount of time with woven coverlets, on or off the loom, absorbing the ways 

in which weave structures admix color, and generate pattern and texture. Anyone exposed 

or inclined to both weaving and patchwork would have appreciated not only the 

functional, but the visual, haptic, mathematical, and cognitive parallels between the two 

processes. A simple blockprinted quilt and a doubleweave coverlet (see figures 54 and 

55) are similar in terms of their allover, dotted patterning but also in their “hand”; the 

equivalent thickness and softness of the two textiles is perceptible even in black and 

white photographs. Two examples of the “Irish Chain” design, rendered as coverlet and 

quilt (see figures 56 and 57), feature a checkerboard pattern picked out of a solid 

background. But the quilted “Chain” is invented. It is pieced, like so many quilt patterns, 

in a kind of trompe l’oeil representation of the intersecting, perpendicular structure that is 

the basis of the woven blanket, and of all weaving.    

Much attention has been devoted to the names of quilt patterns (likely ascribed 

after the fact), and to the premise that they can illuminate the circumstances in which 

quilts were made, or the dispositions of their makers. Hall lists some 350 coverlet pattern 

names that she classifies as “flowery, leafy and poetic,” “plain, prosaic and grotesque,” 

“celestial,” “personal,” “sentimental,” “wheels,” “diamonds,” “political,” “historical,” 

and “unclassified” (83-114)—categories that include familiar quilt pattern names like 

“Double Compass,” “Young Man’s Fancy,” “Rising Sun,” “Lone Star of Texas,” “Ocean 
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Waves,” “Lover’s Knot,” “Whig Rose,” “Birds of the Air.” Beyond the physical, 

taxonomic, or iconographic resemblances between quilts and coverlets, however, the 

devices, strategies and approaches to quiltmaking seem likely to have been appropriated 

from weaving, and to have developed as responses to its technical and conventional 

constraints. Patchwork, a newer, more experimental form, was less technically 

demanding and more immediately gratifying.  

 

Liberation from the Loom 

If home-weaving was necessary for survival prior to the ascendance of cloth 

manufacture, “patchwork [was] domestic rather than professional production” (Prichard 

38). As such, quiltmaking was relatively unconstrained compared to weaving, which 

demanded technical precision and efficiency, and induced the monotony typical of 

production. With reference to embroidered bed rugs, Ulrich observes that “needlework 

was ‘freer’ [than weaving...] in the sense that the design could be developed as it was 

worked” (222). The manual and mathematical rigors of quiltmaking notwithstanding, the 

“collage” aspect of patchwork requires minimal precision and refined skill compared to 

weaving—at least from those for whom sewing aptitude was de rigeur. And while 

correcting errors is possible in weaving, mistakes are much more easily undone or 

exploited in patchwork. 
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VI. Squares and Strips 

 

Log Cabin, Straight Furrow Set. 1899-1905. Satin, silk, velvet. Possibly Kentucky. 
73” x 69”  
 

By a certain standard, Log Cabin Straight Furrow Set is a poorly crafted quilt (see 

figure 58). Apart from the ravages of time that have shattered its silks,34 stained its 

surface, and torn many of its seams, the quilt’s opposite sides are uneven, its binding 

pinched, its measurements haphazard, and its construction ragged. The strips that make 

up its blocks are wildly uneven, ranging from 0.5” to 1.5” wide, many of the seams that 

join them are not parallel, and the number of strips per block ranges from 20 to 24 (see 

figure 59). Such inconsistencies notwithstanding, Straight Furrows it is a first-rate study 

in abstraction, and a masterful orchestration of material, color, and pattern.  

The off-white fabrics that make up almost half the quilt have a reflective sheen 

that affects their value, and the quilt’s diagonal rows alternate between light and dark 

values that manifest themselves as stepped right triangles—the diagonally split halves of 

the quilt’s 342 blocks (see figures 60 and 61). A high-contrast gestalt is maintained in 

spite of significant deviation from what appears, at a cursory glance, to be a binary 

alternation of black and white, or at least blackish and whitish, areas. But 70 of the 342 

half-blocks (20%) that should be dark according to this scheme, are instead light brown, 

yellow, red, pink, blue, green, or multi-color print fabrics. And about 30 of the half-

blocks that map the light furrows (9%) are similarly aberrant. The same colors that are 

                                                
34 Vintage silk fabrics often disintegrate, resembling shattered glass, because they were treated with 
chemicals (e.g., metallic salts) that imparted a surface sheen and a desirable rustling sound as the wearer 
moved. 
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too light for the dark rows are too dark for the light rows, and this third category of 

intermediate value passes for either extreme.  

Five blocks in Straight Furrows are rotated 180° so that their dark and light 

halves trade places altogether (see figure 62), and the exchange, which installs a dark or 

light rhombus directly in the path of a light or dark row, respectively, jogs the quilt—and 

the viewer—out of a planar mode and into a vertically layered space (see figure 63). 

These five aberrant blocks, which represent less than 1.5% of the quilt’s total area, 

conspire with the anomalies of value and hue described above to induce movement, not 

only along an x- and y- axis, but along a z-axis, so that Straight Furrows becomes 

perceptually three-dimensional. The quilt’s furrows read as graphic rows, while its full 

color dynamics express three-dimensionality in terms of light playing on volume.  

Many of Straight Furrows’ departures from expected values subsume contextual 

anomalies of hue and saturation. The red centers typical of Log Cabin blocks are said to 

symbolize the hearth or, in agriculturally themed “Straight Furrow” variations, the sun. A 

glance at Straight Furrows suggests that it adheres to convention, but in fact, only some 

of its blocks’ centers are red. Others are reddish—burgundy, brick, or brownish-red—but 

many of them, including the objectively bright ones (see figure 64), are sufficiently 

similar to the half-blocks that envelop them to make them appear not red, or at least, to 

deprive them of the punch that would qualify them as anomalies. These red centers fail to 

stand out because their surroundings swallow them. 

Quantifying colors in Straight Furrows, let alone anomalies, is challenging. The 

same color that appears definitively red or blue or green, or light, or bright, in one 
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location appears dark, or neutral, or non-chromatic in another, like a moving-target 

version of a Josef Albers simultaneous contrast experiment. Assessing character or 

deviation in terms of hue, value or saturation here is highly subjective, and my own 

determinations varied with each counting depending on my position in relation to the 

quilt, and whether I focused on hue, value, or saturation. I was able, finally, to produce 

reliable results by standing near one corner of the quilt and considering one furrow at a 

time. Scanning each light or dark diagonal row, I noted encounters with hue, value, or 

saturation level that registered as far from that row’s average or beyond its baseline. The 

criteria were still hard to quantify, but I knew anomalies when I saw them. 

Figure 65 approximates this point of view, and indicates the significant degree to 

which the fabrics’ surface qualities contribute to the way in which their colors are 

perceived. For example, the satin sheen of the gray half-block in the right foreground 

makes the color significantly more conspicuous than if it the material were flat. And the 

emerald green center square just left of the dead center of the photograph gleams more 

than its dark value would otherwise allow thanks to its slightly reflective velvet pile. 

Evaluating anomaly row by row (using an admittedly imperfect system) reinforced the 

relative or contextual nature of all three properties of color, and enabled the 

determination that 89 center squares in Straight Furrows qualify as anomalies that can be 

categorized according to hue: red (54), orange (9), yellow-green (9), emerald green (7), 

turquoise (5), ultramarine (2), lavender (2), and pink (1). Curiously, the descending order 

of frequency tracks with the color spectrum (see figure 66). 
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The multicolor prints in Straight Furrows are a vocal minority—a diverse, 

discordant collection of stripes, plaids, and other patterns that read, up close, as extreme 

deviations, yet manage to disappear in the overall composition of the quilt or, in some 

cases, to emerge and create an unlikely and stunning effect of transparency, as in the half-

block of ikat or ikat-like, pinkish silk at the lower left of figure 58. (See figure 67.)  

The same features that repel the eye at close range in this quilt—incongruous 

pattern, shoddy workmanship—disappear or delight with distance, and given this 

propensity, Straight Furrows is a bit of an anachronism for its date. It exhibits obvious 

characteristics of Crazy Quilts, which reached a peak of popularity about thirty years 

earlier, from the 1860s to the 1880s. But clearly, Straight Furrows’ maker was concerned 

with optical effects, not with minutiae. Like most Crazy Quilts, Straight Furrows is made 

of dress fabrics, and tied, not quilted. Its layers are fastened with knots of pink silk at 

approximately 10” intervals. The strips of its log cabin blocks are hand- and machine-

pieced to each other, the blocks sewn onto a foundation fabric, and the quilt backed with 

a turquoise silk or silk-like synthetic that frames a rectangle of a coordinating ikat or ikat-

like print (see figure 68). But Crazy Quilts were typically draped over parlor furniture, 

and meant to be handled and admired for their fabrics and details (embroidery and 

applique), not appreciated for their broad contours, and abstract or optical effects. In the 

final analysis, Straight Furrows quotes the Crazy Quilts genre more than it embodies it, 

appropriating Victorian means to a thoroughly modern end.  
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Thomason Family Quilt (Roman Stripe variation). 1900-1905. Cotton and wool. 
Possibly Alabama. 77.25” x 67.25”  
 
 If Straight Furrows is a twill writ large, Thomason Family Quilt (see figure 69) 

points to weaving even more directly. Its substantial red grid is a scrim through which we 

see a magnified representation of what looks, at first, like another plainweave fabric. But 

a view of that layer through the grid lines, or without them (figure 70), reveals not an 

over-under pattern of warp and weft, but alternating columns (or rows) of vertical and 

horizontal stripes. This background or under-layer, then, depends on the grid overlay for 

its logic, since the bundles of woven elements constituting the notional threads of the 

weave—the blocks of 4-7 vertical or horizontal strips—are not actually woven or 

integrated. In fact, viewed in a portrait orientation (see figure 71), the vertical or would-

be warp threads consistently float on top of the horizontal weft threads; in a landscape 

orientation (see figure 72), the horizontal weft floats on top of the warp. So two of the 

quilt’s three distinct layers are spatially ambiguous; their position depends on the 

orientation of the quilt—or the viewer. By hanging a quilt (or a painting, or anything) on 

a wall, we can dictate whether it is viewed as a vertical or horizontal composition; on a 

bed, perspective is more complicated and less static. A quilt’s orientation depends on its 

dimensions relative to the bed, and on the viewer’s angle of approach.  

Given the multi-level “woven” structure of Thomason/Roman Stripe, it comes as 

something of a surprise to realize that the quilt’s background layer is not a representation 

of a weave. Figure 73 depicts the crosshatching or plainweave pattern that we perceive 

even though it does not exist, and figure 74 superimposes a beefy grid for a 

representation of the two layers of pattern that we think we see when we look at the quilt. 
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Not knowing whether the quiltmaker intended this particular spatial ambiguity, we 

wonder if any of the following may have been attempted and thwarted: (1) an interlaced 

pattern as a single, spatially complex layer; (2) the stripe or broken-stripe design in 

figures 71 and 72; or (3) the double crosshatch effect of figure 73. Given the quantities 

and proportions of color in Thomason/Roman Stripe, an effort to produce any of these 

designs would have failed, but the shortcomings of those iterations would have also 

enabled the solution of the final design.  

As is often the case with quilts, color is key to the puzzle of pattern. A 

proportional color inventory of Thomason/Roman Stripe (figure 75) reveals, perhaps 

counter-intuitively for such a colorful quilt, that its color scheme is somewhat restrictive. 

The overall color harmony or system of the quilt is primary—that is, the palette adheres 

to a triangulated plan of red, yellow and blue, with rules or limitations as follows: Red 

appears in two forms—the dark but relatively saturated red of the grid, which shows up in 

a few other places, and the peachy-pink that is a tint (a high-key version) of it. Yellow 

occurs only in a very diluted, high-key form, as the near-white strips that form the left 

and right, or top and bottom, of almost every one of the quilt’s 99 blocks. A cool blue 

that leans toward green and away from red manifests itself in a broad range of value and 

saturation, from a medium steel blue to black. Grays, brownish grays, and multicolor 

printed fabrics all conform to the scheme by aligning with one or more of these color 

groups. The color progression in figure 76 orders the quilt’s colors, more or less by hue, 

to highlight their relationships irrespective of their quantities. The detail view in figure 77 
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demonstrates that in fact, the designations blue, gray, pink, etc. represent composite 

impressions or optically mixed amalgams. 

For all the theoretical breadth of the primary color triad, which contains the 360 

degrees of the color wheel, Thomason/Roman Stripe is extremely limited in its range of 

saturation without the red of its overlay grid. The quilt’s blues, grays, blacks, pinks, and 

off-whites are insufficiently related to one another; they are disparate in and of 

themselves, and no counterpoint or anomaly is present that might somehow clinch their 

connection. The right four columns of the quilt, in which it happens that no red strips 

appear (see the right-hand side of figure 70, which makes this apparent), show the pink as 

an unsatisfying, near-anomaly of hue and saturation. Without the red of which it is a tint, 

the pink is uncomfortably isolated; its too-frequent appearance makes it less anomalous, 

and underscores the extent to which it does not share ingredients with the colors around 

it. Without its significant infusion of red, the rest of the material in Thomason/Roman 

Stripe would have coalesced too much and not enough: a limited range of saturation 

would have left it without an accent, and the pink that would become a de facto anomaly 

or extreme of saturation would deviate too much in hue, causing a disruption that is not 

aesthetically satisfying. 

Figure 70 shows that by itself, the quilt’s striped background layer contains an 

inadequate range of saturation that prevents the design from working. The broken stripe 

variations in figures 71 and 72 are likewise untenable unless red was used as the 

continuous stripes—an idea that may well have suggested the final iteration of 

Thomason/Roman Stripe. Figure 78 imagines the red grid in other solid colors (the quilt’s 
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white, pink, gray, blue, and black), and supports the conclusion that trial and error of 

color mechanics may have suggested the device of the grid overlay. Both the white and 

pink lattices are too close to the composite value of the background stripes, and float 

away, as it were. The blue and gray overlays are sufficiently distinct from the background 

piecing, but their pronounced coolness conflicts with the warm, yellowish whites that 

account for the largest proportion of color in the quilt (44%). A black grid is 

problematically cool, too, but it also girds the background layer so heavily as to imprison 

it, creating two planes without any of the ambiguity that occurs when color edges interact 

with their neighbors. The red grid solves the puzzle: it is grounded but not intransigent, 

and hangs in front of the background layer without disintegrating or disappearing. It 

relates enough to the redness and warmth of the quilt’s underlayer while playing against 

that plane’s cool grays and blues, and bridging the distance between its whites and 

blacks. And finally, the red, though dark, is saturated. Its pigmentation alone 

distinguishes it from (almost all of) the stripes it frames, and suggests, perhaps, that the 

“frame” of Thomason/Roman Stripe is more compelling and more useful than the picture 

inside it.35 

                                                
35 Briscoe Center files attribute Log Cabin Straight Furrows and Thomason Family Quilt to individuals 
whose dates and places of birth and residence could be used as a basis for generalization, speculation, or 
further genealogical research.. Straight Furrows was made by Martha Offutt Mayhall, who was born in 
Kentucky in 1832, married Samuel Mayhall of Indiana and moved, with her family, to Georgetown, Texas 
(via New Orleans, Galveston and Houston) as Southern sympathizers after the Civil War. Joseph Lee 
Mayhall, the youngest of the Mayhall’s 12 children, married Olivia Smith of Fayette, Alabama in 1899, and 
their son Temple, born in 1900, was allegedly presented with the quilt, made by his grandmother from 
fabric scraps that belonged to his mother, a part-time seamstress, as a fifth birthday present. (It seems 
curious that Martha, an apparently unskilled seamstress, received scraps from a daughter-in-law who did 
have facility in that area.) Thomason Family Quilt was donated to the Briscoe Center by a descendant of its 
maker, Elizabeth Sides Dowdy. Information from the donor and records from Ancestry.com, which differ 
slightly, indicate that Dowdy lived from about 1824 to 1909, and that she was born in Arkansas, married in 
Alabama, and moved with her husband and four children to Texas, where she died. 
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VII. Color Fields and a Flower Garden  

 

 Brown is a much-maligned color in contemporary Western culture. In theory and 

in practice—and especially in paint36—brown is an orange-y, medium-dark, unsaturated 

color that blends complements in such proportions that neither one predominates. Since 

each pair of complements contains all three primary colors, any brown contains some 

blue, and so the notion of brown as a warm or orange-leaning color is somewhat 

unfounded. Nonetheless, we conventionally label cool neutrals “gray” and warm ones 

“brown.” Tracing the development of print and dye technology in the nineteenth century, 

Finley remarks on the popularity of the two colors: 

The predominance of brown in both the calicoes and chintz. . . indicates that 
fashion was influenced, then as now, by scientific discovery. . . Once 
commercialized, manganese as a chemical dye was seen to offer new shades of 
brown that contained much more life than the original vegetable hues. 
Immediately the new browns found a great favor with the public. The dark yet 
live shades made most attractive backgrounds for designs more brilliantly tinted 
[and] their popularity was halted only by the lavenders and grays of the 1850 
decade, though this proved but a temporary check. (68-69) 
 

Technology and taste conspired, as they always do, to prompt the design of quilts that 

handled color and pattern in particular ways.37 The aesthetic rewards of a broad range of 

saturation and the potential for anomaly afforded by it (those “brilliant tints” against 

“dark yet live shades”) became more accessible as calico became the basic stuff of quilts. 

                                                
36 In the subtractive color mixing processes that use pigments (paint, dye, ink, etc.), combined 
complements result, most of the time, in brown, not gray, as in the additive systems that produce color, for 
example, on a computer monitor. 
37 I use “taste” to connote both individual and collective aesthetic disposition, but Snodin and Howard 
point out that while the appearance and contents of homes were considered reflections of the values and 
moral character of their inhabitants, taste, as an expression of individual style, did not exist until the second 
half of the nineteenth century (143). 
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These small-scale cotton prints, which may now seem old-fashioned or even insipid, and 

certainly commonplace, furnished the raw material of effectively solid color in a palette 

that ran the gamut from complex browns and grays to electrically “modern” colors.  

 

Printing and Dyeing 

From the Colonial period through the eighteenth century, domestic cloth in 

America was limited to the product—mostly linen and wool—of household growing, 

spinning, dyeing, and weaving operations. The Industrial Revolution made it cheaper to 

buy cloth than to spin, dye, and weave it. Imports from Britain included a broad range of 

linens, wools, silks, and cottons, and this variety was augmented, by the time of 

American independence, with French prints, Italian silks, Russian linens, Indian cottons, 

and Chinese nankeen (Nylander 171-172). Domestic cotton from New England factories 

became available between 1790 and 1820 (Ulrich 278), as U.S. mills borrowed, 

replicated (and sometimes stole) European technology to weave plain cotton cloth that 

was often brought, by the consumer, to specialty dye shops to be printed. The U.S. textile 

industry grew rapidly in the nineteenth century, and printing and dyeing were integrated 

into operations at mills in New England and the South. By the 1830s, cotton had replaced 

linen as the mainstay for clothing in the U.S. (Nylander 156), and calico prints were the 

predominant material of clothing, home furnishings and quilts.38 Beginning in the 1820s, 

an oversupply of these printed cottons—the result of trade embargos—made them a sort 

of material lowest common denominator: readily available, inexpensive, endlessly varied, 

                                                
38 By 1836, the cotton mills of Lowell, Massachusetts employed 6,000 women, and by the middle of the 
century, that number reached 40,000 (Ulrich 390).  
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and criticized for a deterioration in design quality caused by the economic exigencies of 

industrial production. 

The mechanical inventions that powered ginning, spinning, carding, and weaving 

processes—the cotton gin, spinning jenny, flying shuttle, power loom, and steam 

engine—were abetted by printing and dyeing technologies that applied color and pattern 

to that cotton cloth. In the second half of the eighteenth century, copperplate engraving 

replaced the straightforward relief method of woodblock printing and was in turn 

supplanted by cylinder or roller-printing around 1800. In combination with new, more 

durable dyes, roller-printing had several advantages over copperplate prints—which 

generally refer to the one-color toiles de Jouy-style cottons that depict large-scale 

pictorial scenes.39 The smaller circumference of metal rollers, compared to the fixed and 

relatively large dimensions of copper plates (upwards of 36” in both length and width), 

meant print matrices with smaller areas and shorter repeat lengths, and sprawling designs 

gave way to more compact ones. The switch from engraving to etching also facilitated 

greater detail at less cost; acids and resists accomplished the work of incising lines much 

more easily than the labor-intensive process of hand-engraving. The continuous-cycle 

nature of roller printing improved registration and encouraged the design of multicolor 

prints. 

Europe’s chemical industry started to develop in 1750, and by the time of 

industrial-scale American textile printing in the 1820s, Old World dyestuffs like kermes, 

                                                
39 Copperplate fabrics are often called “monochrome” prints, which seems like a misnomer, since they 
consist, in fact, of a colored print on a solid (usually white) ground, and lack the continuity of hue 
suggested by the term “monochromatic.” Likewise, the label “polychrome” for fabrics printed with a 
combination of copperplate and woodblock methods that result in any two (or more) colors (Welters and 
Ordoñez 130) seems unhelpful, if not misleading. 
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woad, and weld had been replaced with cochineal, indigo, and quercitron (Welters and 

Ordoñez 85). New synthetic or aniline dyes expanded the palette obtained with animal 

dyes like cochineal and murex, and vegetable dyes like indigo and madder. Methods of 

direct, mordant, resist, and discharge printing were used in combination with roller-

printing to produce patterns with densely packed elements—the tiny “sprigged” patterns 

that are generally synonymous with calico. These technological advances culminated, by 

the middle of the nineteenth century, in unprecedented quantities of inexpensive cloth 

printed and dyed with small-scale patterns in a virtually unlimited range of hue and 

saturation. From a distance, calicos would have read, as they do today, as solid color.  

 

Mosaic. c. 1865-1875. Cotton. 74” x 61” 

The all-over, hexagonal “one-patch” design of Mosaic (see figure 79) is usually 

called “Flower Garden” or “Grandmother’s Flower Garden.” Presumably, the visual 

analogy between these titles lies in the arrangement of discrete islands of (relatively 

saturated) color bordered by actual or implicit channels—the grout lines of mosaics or 

tilework, or garden pathways of rock, dirt, or greenery. Made from a veritable catalogue 

of mid-nineteenth-century calicos—double pinks, chrome oranges, Prussian blues, 

Turkey reds, and the browns and lavender-grays that Finley admires—Mosaic harbors 

anomalies within anomalies. Thirteen large hexagons each comprise 169 one-inch 

hexagons, and a wide, pixelated border area constructed from the same units registers as 

variegated pattern, but not as shape or form. With the exception of a true border—2.5” of 

dark blue—the entire surface of Mosaic shimmers; minor and major elements (individual 
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hexagonal pieces and the larger hexagons made from them) advance and recede 

continually but indeterminately. 

Figure 80 represents Mosaic’s thirteen major hexagons and table 3 classifies the 

signature anomalies of each as based on hue, value, saturation, order, or a combination of 

these. Designations and determinations are somewhat subjective and absolutely relative, 

as usual, but the majority of anomalies are those of hue and saturation together. The 

conspicuous anomalies of hue and saturation in numbers 3-5, 8, 10, and 13 make the 

centers of those shapes glow. And intermittent points of 11 and the anomalous outline of 

9 blink with similar incandescence.  

Made from whites, off-whites and pale grays, numbers 6 and 12 contain such 

limited ranges of hue, value and saturation that they appear, at first, to lack color systems 

and (therefore) any deviations from them. But a detail of 12 (see figure 81) reveals that 

its upper right quadrant contains 9 or 10 grays with a violet cast that qualify, at least at 

close range, as subtle anomalies of hue and saturation. An analysis of one hexagon, 

number 8 (see figure 82), reveals multi-category anomalies of hue, value and saturation. 

An orange center and four double pink pieces stand out as extra-saturated by a wide 

margin, but there are subtler anomalies, too. One piece of fabric—a tiny red and white 

check—masquerades as a double pink, but is both browner and lighter. Eight maroon 

pieces—three in the innermost ring, and five scattered throughout the hexagon—are 

similar to the browns that surround them, but significantly redder. If you are 

unconvinced, focus on the maroon-brown pair in the center ring and note how the brown 

becomes decidedly green, and cooler, in that juxtaposition. Five scattered blue-violet 
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pieces also emerge from the browns with which they share a value level as distinctly 

purple—more pronounced in hue, and therefore in saturation, too. The browns (and a few 

blacks) that are the majority of pieces in 8 can be subdivided themselves into lighter and 

darker values, and cooler and warmer overtones that result from different hue biases.  

Of the thirteen major shapes, the single anomaly of order in Mosaic occurs in the 

left hemisphere of number 2, where the hexagon’s tenuous pattern breaks down in an 

echo of the dissolution that occurs between the quilt’s composed center area and its 

fractured border (see figure 83). Number 2 both shatters and upholds the order that exists 

in the quilt as a whole, which is precarious because the honeycomb pattern, like all “one-

patch” or “allover” designs, relies on color to define its tessellations. The convolutions of 

Mosaic’s successive “rings,” and especially their outermost edges (see figure 84), which 

abut and interpenetrate their neighbors, make for a pattern that can be either defined or, 

as here, ambiguous. In concert, the quilt’s 13 shapes and its dancing border illustrate the 

ways in which small-scale patterns—stripes, plaids, and calico prints—commingle so as 

to stimulate and complicate perception. The experience of Mosaic epitomizes 

Gombrich’s “middle zone of perception”—the point at which pattern dissolves into 

texture.  

In general, the quiltmaker’s project is to reconcile multiple levels of pattern: the 

interlaced weave of cloth itself, the matrix of any printed patterns, the piecing pattern that 

determines the arrangement of individual fabrics, and the quilting pattern that integrates 

the first three levels. In the late nineteenth century, a diversity of calico and color 

impelled a focus on piecing—the crystallographic organization of fields of color that 
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share formal concerns with the Color Field paintings made a century later. Figure 85 

shows a section of Mosaic that contains the same areas as figures 81 and 82, but the 

horizontal view provides different information. Variable distances yield different 

impressions of the same fabrics or colors. And color dynamics, eloquent in and of 

themselves, seem almost secondary, like catalysts for two-way transmutations of pattern 

and texture, light and movement, ambiguity and definition. This kind of raking horizontal 

light, of course, distinguishes the view of a quilt on a bed from the view on a wall, and 

that perspective has everything to do with how we see quilts, or what we miss. 
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VIII. Landscape Views 

 

Quilts were not displayed on walls until well into the twentieth century,40 

but they were routinely situated and seen in a variety of contexts—many of them 

horizontal—both indoors and out. Quilts covered beds, of course, and were 

generally finished—that is, quilted—while stretched on large wooden frames that 

rested, table-like, on the backs of strategically placed chairs. Quilting frames were 

sometimes rigged with pulley systems that suspended them between quilting 

sessions (Eaton 127, Kiracofe xi, Orlofsky 54), which means that quilts—or their 

backs at least—would have been viewed from below as temporary patterned 

ceilings. Patchwork, too, was seen in-progress and in-situ: the descendent of a 

Mennonite quilter recalls “cut strips of fabric lying across [his grandmother’s] bed 

as she carefully planned her colorful quilts [and his wife] remembers being struck 

by the beauty of [that] quilt as it hung on the clothesline for its semi-annual 

airing” (Pellman 57).  

Spring cleaning was an important ritual in New England beginning in late 

eighteenth-century—an opportunity to banish dirt and ash, and the dust and 

detritus of cooking and textile processes that accumulated over the winter, 

especially in carpets and bedding (Nylander 103-105). Webster describes the 

springtime airing of quilts as an “alliance between patchwork and nature, as upon 

the soft green background of new leaves the beauty of the quilts is thrown into 

                                                
40 Nineteenth-century agricultural fairs may be an exception, and Webster describes quilts “thrown over the 
‘gallery rail’ so their glory may be seen” (131). 
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greater prominence. . .  Gentle breezes stir the quilts so that their designs and 

colours gain in beauty as they slowly wave to and fro” (147). Hung from 

clotheslines, quilts become metaphorical and literal elements of the landscape, 

subject to the elements much as we are, but endowed with the extra resilience of 

trees and leaves. Elsewhere, the comparison is inverted, and the Vermont 

countryside is conceptualized as a quilt: 

The tumbling light green hill pastures, the deep green meadows, polka 
dotted here and there with clusters of buttercups and daisies; the brown 
and green striped corn fields beside dark patches of oats; the irregular 
stretches of woodland, dark with soft wood, light with hard wood. The 
whole, interlaced by gray fences and flashing brooks and tied in the 
corners by solitary lime trees, was spread like a giant patchwork quilt, 
gently sagging toward the center, on Nature’s mighty quilting frames, the 
Adirondacks and the Green Mountains. Lake Champlain was not visible, 
but the fog that hung above it was like a roll of soft cotton which had 
escaped from a seam in the quilt. (Kretsinger and Hall 29) 

 
Images like these reflect the everyday presence of textiles out of doors, where they were 

seen under natural light, came into contact with the elements, and were connected to the 

landscape in an integral way. Alice Morse Earle describes the process of bleaching linen 

in the sun (“grassing” [234]) and Bowles characterizes that custom as a Homeric 

“relaxation” typically undertaken by a family’s daughters. She notes that wool, too, was 

“left for two or three days to dry in the air” after fulling (79-80).  

The loom, too, is a context in which domestic textiles were experienced in a 

dynamic, day-to-day relationship with people and process. The loom beams around 

which warp and finished cloth are wound operate on the same principal as quilting 

frames, holding threads and cloth in tension, and engineering a horizontal plane that is 

instrumental to the material transformation that occurs on it. The weaver has both a close-
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range, birds-eye view of her work, and a deep perspective of the fabric surface that 

differentiates fore-, middle-, and background, and the color and textural properties 

specific to each zone.41 And the dominance of the horizontally oriented weaving 

workshop is significant In terms of size alone: a typical New England loom required 64 

square feet of space (Nylander 177)—twice the area of a modern-day queen-size bed and 

the rough equivalent, in size and configuration, of a Colonial-era, four-poster bed (Lord 

17).  

Beds are the most obvious context for quilts, of course, and in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, they were giant, voluminously curtained, almost architectural 

affairs. A “full set of bed curtains“ consisted of “a fabric roof,” “a headcloth permanently 

fixed behind the headboard,” “four moveable curtains,” and “ornamental valences” 

(Nylander 94). Beds became smaller and simpler after 1850, when heated bedrooms 

reduced the need for so much insulation. They evolved, alongside quilts, from heavily 

embellished types to cleaner, more spartan forms. And American architecture, in which 

rooms connected by multiple wide doorways and archways provided somewhat 

expansive views (Snodin and Howard 129), may have offered better sightlines along 

which to appreciate quilts on beds and in other horizontal or three-dimensional situations. 

                                                
41 Background color in any perspectival landscape is relatively unsaturated, and exhibits less hue definition 
and value contrast than foreground color, in which hue (chromatic bias), value (light contrast) and 
saturation appear the most distinct. For example, picture the view, while driving, of the dark masses that 
delineate a far-off treeline versus the color definition of roadside wildflowers among grass or, for that 
matter, roadside debris. The distance view of a blanket or a quilt emphasizes pattern at its largest scale, 
while close-up views of woven surfaces and quilts reveal, respectively, the textural qualities of the fabric 
mesh itself, and the finer patterns of individual prints or quilting,. As many of the figures in this paper 
demonstrate, a detail view of a quilt often obscures the effects of its piecing pattern.   
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A quilting frolic culminates in a celebratory meal for the women of the 

neighborhood, and a scene that reads like an unveiling of twin feasts: 

Before the guests assembled, the quilting-frames were brought in from the loom-
shed. They were long pieces of wood, held together with wooden pegs thrust 
through gimlet holes to form a rectangular frame large enough to hold the quilt. 
The frames were wound with flannel, serving as a foundation for sewing the quilt 
in place. First, the frames were placed upon the floor and the lining [backing] 
sewn in and pats of wool [batting] laid evenly upon it. Then the frames were 
carefully lifted to the tops of four kitchen chairs, and then the patch-work top was 
laid across the wool-pats and pinned evenly all around the edge... As early as one 
o’clock in the afternoon the guess began to arrive. The quilt pattern was duly 
admired and then the consideration of the stitches to be used in the quilting was 
taken up. “Cat-a-cornered” and herring-bone stitch were favorites... Tongues 
chattered and fingers flew and soon the quilt was ready [to be] taken from the 
frames, shaken and folded and admired [for] the plumpness of its stitched leaves, 
and the fineness of its texture. It was truly a beautiful thing, for it was the growth 
of the farm, an expression of the life of its occupants... After the men of the 
family were given their supper, the table was spread with a diaper-wove 
huckaback tablecloth. The cherished china was brought out and platters of cold 
meat, puffy biscuits, tarts, pound and plum cake were set out for tea for the 
quilters. (157-158) 
 

Quilts are versatile in their orientation, and in their ability to inhabit space that is real and 

abstract, utilitarian and poetic at the same time. As surrogates for windows and doors, 

they embody Semper’s architectonic conception of textiles. Mid-nineteenth- century 

pioneers used quilts and bedding as doors and windows on cabins (Brackman 22), and 

homespun blankets as doors, and on windows “as a substitute for glass” (Ulrich 403). In 

an image redolent of childrens’ forts, though perhaps a bit more sober, a New Hampshire 

woman recalls “her mother hanging blankets from hooks in the ceiling to make a sort of 

tent near the fireplace in which children huddled for warmth” (Nylander 79). Forts made 

of cardboard, quilts, and couch pillows are magical because they are simultaneously 

ephemeral and monumental. Setting aside the privations of inadequate heat or insulation, 
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it seems that textiles, then as now, possessed a particular capacity to shelter, and spur the 

imagination. 
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Conclusion: Elemental Architecture 
 
 
 

 Garrets are delicious places in any case, for people of thoughtful, 
imaginative temperament. Who has not loved a garret in the twilight 
days of childhood... How deliciously the rain came pattering on the 

roof over our head, or the red twilight streamed in at the window, while 
we sat snugly ensconced over the delicious pages of some romance... 

the boudoir which Mary has constructed for herself around the dormer-
window which looks into the whispering old apple-tree. The inclosure 

was formed by blankets and bed-spreads...[and every] one of these 
curtains had its story... Such were the memories woven into the tapestry 

of our little boudoir. 
 

-Harriet Beecher Stowe, The Minister’s Wooing 
 
 
 

Another attic space practically upholstered in quilts. This one cocoons Stowe’s 

female protagonist on all four sides, much as Semper’s archetypal hut surrounds the 

hearth or flame—the “moral element” of architecture (102). Textiles, for Semper, 

function not only as walls, but as floors and ceilings: “the famed Tabernacle of Moses, 

with. . . richly colored carpet-walls. . . the pyramidal roof made of textiles. . . the tentlike 

holy shrine” (108). Semper’s passion for textiles suggests that cloth can stand in for stone 

and wood, foundation and roof, offering sustenance as well as shelter. Stowe’s garret 

boudoir is a similarly self-contained sort of shrine or ritual enclosure that not only 

protects Mary from the rain, but affords her a view of light and sky, as well as proximity 

to an apple tree. Moreover, it supplies her with books, and a space in which to think and 

read—that is, to imagine.  

The female psyche tends to be portrayed, if at all, in the margins, on the inside, 

out of sight—as fundamentally immaterial. The din of feminine gossip—e.g., quilting bee 

talk of dowries and marriage prospects—makes women’s thoughts unintelligible. By 
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focusing on cognition and perception—on the thought processes that surround 

quiltmaking—I have tried to resurrect or reconstitute moments of imagination. I have 

identified anomaly, and anomaly of saturation in particular, as a key signature of the late-

nineteenth-century pieced quilts that are often admired but seldom analyzed, depriving 

both their makers and viewers of some intellectual delectation.  

These signatures, wrought in color and pattern, are different from the initials or 

decorative designs that inscribed household linens and other items of female property.42 

They are different from the idiosyncratic features of Crazy Quilts, a genre in which 

idiosyncrasy is the convention. They are different from the marks embroidered or the 

images depicted in album, autograph, friendship, freedom, quotation and presentation 

quilts. They are abstract, not narrative, and do not tell traditional stories.  Anomaly—

deviation from a plan or a scheme—is by definition subversive, and nineteenth-century 

quiltmakers used it deftly and intentionally.  

The quilt revival of the 1970s removed quilts from beds and attics and antique 

shops and household clutter and put them on museum walls, where their formal 

properties and aesthetic power were appreciated by many who had not seen those things 

before. Subsequent interest in quilts led to the pursuit of stories about their makers, 

owners, dates and locations, but not necessarily to rigorous questions about quilts as 

material culture or matrices of social history. And paradoxically, the emphasis on quilts’ 

“history”—on the people who made them, when and where they were made—may 

undercut the potential significance of the individual that inheres, not in biography, but in 
                                                
42 See Ulrich’s chapter “Hannah Barnard’s Cupboard” (108-141) for a discussion of “marking” and 
“movables,” and the fundamental connection between female artistic signatures and female property 
ownership and inheritance. 
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the cognitive and perceptual mechanisms of psychology. The acts of imagination that 

produced the ineffably modern color of pre- or non-modern quilts were real. And so 

quilt-lined spaces seem like apt settings—studios, really—in which women might have 

behaved radically. Instead of performing the thrift and industry that demonstrated moral 

character, they might have sat idly and thought expansively, perhaps devising 

experiments in color and pattern. They might have imagined quilts like Mosaic, 

Thomason/Roman Stripe, Log Cabin Straight Furrows, Lone Star, and Split Bars—

textiles that testify to material abundance, not to scarcity, and to a prodigious talent for 

calculating proportions of color and dimensions of pattern. 
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8	
�    	
�    	
�    	
�    	
�    	
�    	
�    16	
�    	
�    24	
�    32	
�    40	
�    	
�    48	
�    	
�    56	
�    64	
�    72	
�    80

1	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    8
2	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    16
3	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    24
4	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    32
5	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    40
6	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    48
7	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    56
8	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    64
9	
�    x	
�    8	
�    =	
�    72

#	
�    of	
�    diamonds/”ring”:

=	
�    440

Total	
�    #	
�    of	
�    diamonds	
�    =	
�    800

=	
�    	
�    360

Color	
�    breakdown:
red:	
�    160	
�    diamonds	
�    =	
�    20%	
�    
white:	
�    96	
�    diamonds	
�    =	
�    12%
blue-‐black:	
�    432	
�    diamonds	
�    =	
�    54%
brown:	
�    112	
�    diamonds	
�    =	
�    14%

Figure	
�    39.	
�    Lone	
�    Star
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Figure	
�    41.	
�    Lone	
�    Star
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Figure	
�    61.	
�    Log	
�    Cabin	
�    Straight	
�    Furrow	
�    Set

Figure	
�    60.	
�    Log	
�    Cabin	
�    Straight	
�    Furrow	
�    Set
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Figure	
�    62.	
�    Log	
�    Cabin	
�    Straight	
�    Furrow	
�    Set,	
�    rotated	
�    blocks	
�    highlighted	
�   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Figure	
�    63.	
�    Log	
�    Cabin	
�    Straight	
�    Furrow	
�    Set,	
�    5	
�    blocks	
�    rotated
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Figure	
�    70:	
�    Thomason/Roman	
�    Stripe	
�    with	
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red	
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grid	
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removed,	
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blocks	
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condensed
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Figure	
�    71.	
�    Thomason/Roman	
�    Stripe
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Figure	
�    72.	
�    Thomason/Roman	
�    Stripe
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Figure	
�    73.

Figure	
�    74.
Thomason/Roman	
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Stripe	
�    grid	
�    overlay
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80.	
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major	
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Figure	
�    84.	
�    Hexagon	
�    “mosaic”	
�    element
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